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NEW, REMODELED, AND FUTURE STORE BUILDINCS IN UNIFIED DESICN
E. L. ROBERTSON , AIA , and JOHN R. WEBER , Architects
ELEAN OR LEMA IRE, Designer of Interio r Fixtures

TO Burdine's Deparlmen l lore in M iami, Florida, include a
new bui lding seven stories high, and lhe
remodeli ng of an exi ting ix-slor ·
slru cture whi h faces another street and
i, epara ted from th e new building by
a c:orner plot. At the expiration of a
lease which has about four year more
to run, lhe new building will be exlended to include the corner. The
problem lo be solved, then. was one of
coordinatin g old, new, and future slruclures into a relati ely unified design.
There are wider spans and fewer
column in lhe new struclure than in the
old .
evertheless, columns are aligned,
wilh alternate rows eliminated. Ceiling
and floor . their po ition establi hed by
lh older tructure, are kept flush. Ceiling are relatively lo1r with little space
belween th em and the floors above; thi
has precluded the installation of aircondilioning duel above ceiling height.
The duct were, however, installed inside partitions wherever pos ible.
The new building ha a tructuralsteel frame and Robertson meta l floor .
The lreet front is of can lilever contru ction; columns are et back 6 ft.
from lhe building line, so that there are
no ob trucling columns in th e show
windows. The treet-front exterior i
faced wi lh a local stone obtained on the
" Ke) s" south of Miami. This malerial
is of coral formation and porous. It is
cut lh e required ize, filled with white
cement, colored to desired hade, and
th en poli heel.
lnlerior li ghting fo.tures are of the
flu h type; these are supplemented by
trough neon tubing. The lreet front
is illuminated by floodli ght concealed
on lop of the marqui e. Escalators are
irualled from first to fourth floor , with
framing provided for a possible future
extension of th e system to the sixth floor.
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Exterior view of addition to Burdine's Department Store, Miami . This new
building is joined to a remodeled structure behind it. Out of the picture to
right is a corner building which will be replaced by another addition.
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Burdine's Department Store as it
will look when another addition
has been built in the corner plot.
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Main floor, new building. Column rows
are aligned; but in the new structure
every other row has been eliminated.

Women's show department, third floor.
Various departments of the store are
designed as separate specialized shops.

Women's dress department, third floor.
Flush-type lighting fixtures are supplemented by indirect trough neon illumination.
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STORE IN MIAMI
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Light trough
Escalator
Floodlights
Transformer vault
Basement: machinery only
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COMPRESSION ----

The old building is six stories high. The
new building has an additional story for the
air-conditioning machinery. The system is
divided into seven zones, each with its own
atmospheric requirements.
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THE DESIGN of the air-conditioning system was determined by three factors: 1, available condensing water;
2, available space in the building for ducts, equipment,
etc.; 3, available funds.
Because of the high wet-bulb temperature, the usual
cooling tower on an installation of this size was not economically feasible, as the temperature of condenser water
available from such a tower would increase the power
required for the compressors by 15 to 20/L Since fresh
well water is not available in downtown Miami, salt well
water at 80 °, was decided on; this water, because of its
corrosive properties, required special handling. Three
wells of a total capacity of 2,500 gal./rnin. were drilled
on the north side of the building. The water, drawn from
these wells by condensing water pumps aided Ly a
vacuum primer, was delivered to the condensing surface
of the refrigeration apparatus; from here it flows to four
discharge wells on the south side of the building, approximately 300 ft. from the intake wells.
The compressor, condenser, and water coolers, were
placed on foundations on solid rock and set level with the
street floor, precluding the possibility of damage from
flood conditions. The system was designed for a capacitv
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of 960 tons and has room for future expansion.
The air is discharged from a seven-zoned apparatus.
The requirements of each zone vary according to exposure to sun, prevailing winds, number of customers.
entrances, uses, etc. The quantity of fresh air delivered
in each zone is in keeping with good ventilation practice
-10 c.f.m., as calculated for peak conditions.
The control system is so arranged that, under favorable
outside conditions, up to 60% of the total air handled
will be from the outside. This arrangement materially
reduces the total load on the system during those winter
days when the temperature of the outside air is lower
than inside maintained temperature.
Air is returned to the system at a level of 7 to 8 ft.
above the floor; since winter heating is an easy problem
in Miami, it was not necessary to use low returns. To
distribute and return air from the old building to the
roof of the new building, large hurricane-proof ducts
were constructed across the roof of the old building.
The system was designed to supply heating, if that
should be necel"sary, by the use of the reverse-cycle
principle. The mechanical and air-conditioning S\ stems
were designed bv MauricP Connell.
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Continuous upper banks of windows are protected by canopy; these windows are used only for lighting, not for ventilation.

Post-and-joist system, based on a 4-ft. module, permits placing of windows or doors at any 4-ft. interval in exterior walls.
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DESICN FOR SUN CONTROL, STRUCTURAL FLEXIBILITY, INTEGRATION
FRANKLIN and KUMP, Architects
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THE DESIG:\ of the Sierra L nion High School was df'terrnined
hv these requirements: first, control of the glare and heat of
the California sun; second, a structural system sufficiently
flexible to resil't seismic disturharlC'es; third, integration of
outdoor and indoor spm·ps for maximum use.
To satisfy the first of thPse rt''JUire111ents, a S\ stem of
natural hilateral lighting was adopted. On the largf'-window
side of dassrooms, a cantile\Tr canopy with wing walls has
hePn prm ided. For sun controL this canopv a,·,·ommodates
a drop shade. alu111i11um in color 011 the outside and nile-green
on tllP inside: this control ran be adjustf'rl vPrticalk to anv
height to keep the direct ravs of the sun off the glass at any
time during thP vear; the viPw is unobl'lructed at all times.
The wing walls prevent diagonal light rays from entering
classrooms. The oppositf' side of the room is lighted hv a
,·ontinuous uppn bank of windows protected on the exterior
In· a 2-ft. ,·arrnp\: tllPse windows are used onh for lighting;
tl;e usp of them for ventilation would upset the light halanre.
\her the ~ash on thP intPrior are aluminum-slat shadPs. The
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~lats are secured in position to reflect direct light to the ceil-

ing, giving indirect light to the room; these shades ma\- be
raised on sunless da vs. Cross ventilation is provided by
adjustahle. lightproof wall ventilators at Pither end of each
room.
The second requirPrnent is a quake-resistant structure. The
~tnwtural "ystem chosen ii' a po,-t-and-joist construction based
on a 4-ft. module. The roof is framed with joists 2 ft. on
1·pnters. The a"oustic-pla!'ler ('f'iling is applied to stripping
and diagonal sheathing undernf'ath; the spaces bet\\ ee11 joists
arP filled 11·ith mi11Pral-1rnnl insulation. Joi~ts arc sloped
to drain, gi\'ing a slight slope to the dassrnom ('eilings: attic
"pacPs an~ eliminated. Resistance to sPismi(' forces is inneased: the building, a diagonally shPathed box. transfers all
forces directly to the ground.
This structural ~ystem permits placing a window or donr
at am· 4-ft. interval in the exterior walls. It also makes possible the moving of cross partitions at am 4-ft. i nten·al. without the necessity of structural change.
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SCHOOL IN CALIFORNIA

Wing walls exclude diagonal light rays. Aluminum-slat shades inside reflect direct light to ceilings.

Joists are sloped to drain; attic spaces are eliminated.
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BAND SHELL DESICNED FOR VISIBILITY AS WELL AS ACOUSTICS
WILLIAM A. GANSTER, Architect
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The sounding board is vertical with a pitched reflecting surface for ceiling.
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A tool shed and toilets for men and women are part of the design problem.

THIS BANDSTAND in Waukegan, Ill., is located in a natural
amphitheater, the audience sitting on a slope facing the shell.
The shape of the shell was determined with the assistance
of Professor Watson of the Department of Physics, University
of Illinois. It was estimated that a vertical sounding board
with a pitched reflecting surface for ceiling would produce
less concentration of sound foci in the audience than any
other shape. The shell has been designed without sides for
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greater visibility; it is estimated that sides would increase
the acoustical efficiency of the shell only about 15o/o. The
sounding board is of white pine.
The platform will accommodate an orchestra of about
100 pieces. The shell is wired for an amplifying system,
which will consist of two twin lattice-steel towers with three
speakers on top of each. There are six microphone outlets
in the ceiling and four plug-ins on the floor.
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CIRCULAR AUDITORIUM TO BE A

UNIT OF PROPOSED CIVIC CENTER

W. F. RUCK, Architect, and ZARA WITKIN, Civil Engineer
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lzx Tl! E PAST 20 } ears, Los Angeles has experienced a more
rapid innease in population than am other great city in the
United States.,,. Because of the speed and relative planlessness of its growth, the ('ity is scattered and uncoordinated.
Attempts are now heing made to redesign the city into a
coherent and efficient whole, partly hy the neation of a community cPnter to serYe as a nucleus for the city's cultural life.
An. important unit of the proposed center is a municipal
auditorium. This structure is to be readily accessible to all
elements of the population and their sPparate residential areas.
The city's transit system is relatively inferior and its population ('PntPrs scattered: one consequPtH'e of this is an unusualh
high auto-population ratio I see AR, 11 /38, p. 43 I. Provision had therefore to be made for unusual parking facilities,
accessihle from all <liredions, both within the structure and
around it. This, in turn, made necP~sarY auto and pedestrian
adits nn all sid(~S. The solution here proposed is a cirC"ular
auditorium with platform in the cPnler.
Other factors, ton, suggested thi~ design: a circular floor
plan simplifies accessibilit\· to toilets. elP\ator~. etc.: it eliminatPs dPad ends and encourages uni form density of traflic in
('irnrmf PrPntial ('orridors; it eliminates tniffi(' congestion at
strategic points, an important factor in the evt·nt of pani('; it
redu('es hY about two-thirds the a\Prage distance of the audiern·e fron; the platfonn. \\ ith consequent vi8ual and :wclitor\
benefit~.

The auditorium, designed to seat 30Jl00 peopl(~. has an
arena dianwlPr nf .) /;) ft. The most feasible type of roof for
;;o µ-rPat a span is a dollle.
In tlw proposed slnH'lure, the donw is extended dear to
the foundations instead of bearing upon verti<"al walls. This
form ha;; JJHllff advantages: it is highlY (jUakP-resistant.
* 1920
1938
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576.673 (U. S. Bureau 0f Cemus)
1,540,000 (estimate of California Taxpayers'
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because stresses are distributed through the whole structure;
the shell yields to stresses from am direction, and returns
undamaged to its original contour: all material is in compression, always an advantage in concrete <"onstruction;
vision-obstructing columns are eliminated. The load-bearing
shell of the dome is reinforced br concentril' rings, which are
stiffened, in turn, by radial arches. The;;e arches an('hor to a
reinforcing ring near the cap. :\ shallow cupola hears on
this ring, topping the structure. To reduce deadload, it is
planned to use a special concrete aggregate, with high rnrnpressive strength in relation to its weight; a shell. varying
in thickness from 3 to 4 in. at the hasp to 11 ~ to 2 in. at tht>
cap, will be sufficient.
It is planned to use a (i0-ft. turntable platform. acrnmlllodating 300 seats, with heights adjustable by h \ draulic
lift. Built into the <'enter of thP platform 11ill he a speaker's
podium, which may be raised or lowered \\ ith the turntable.
The turntable may !'onsist of a series of c·oncPntric ring~. to
he e!Pvated independently. so that platfortlls of vaning
diameters and hPights will he arnilahiP. rhe whole platform
will revolvP slowly so that thP s1waker at some time fa('eS
ever) part of his audienn>.
ln a cifl'ular auditorium. sound \\aves emanating from the
<"enter tra\el unobstructedly to the extremes of the p11•;elope,
and a111 reflections of sound from vertil'al wall surfa"es are
uniform throughout. Thne is nn distortion because eac·h
differential part of the wave reaches the harrier of the
envelope at the same instant. The sound tra\·els radiall\ from
the souH'e and anv reflection or echo also travels along this
radius, so that there is no crossing of sound wa\es from
different angles. Actualh. in this project. thPre would he
practi('ally no rPflection of sound. because the rising tier;; nf
1wople on all sidPs act as an absorptive medium.
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NEW YORK: NEW TRAFFIC RECULATIONS BRINC ROOF-DECK PARKINC
THOMAS W. LAMB, Architect, and FRANK S. PARKER, Engineer
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Section through ramp

Parking capacity of lower level is 53 cars. Gates at right lead to stairway.
SINCE THE beginning of 1938, parking
has been severely restricted on most
cross-town streets in mid-Manhattan.
New York City. One result of this
policy has been an increased need for
parking space on pri\·ate properties
within the area affected.
Real-estate values in this district
make the usual parking lot unprofitable
or expensive. In the solution shown here,
a roof parking deck over a row of rented
storf"s has heen provided. About 12:5
cars can be accommodated ..'13 of them
on the ground level, 70 on the roof deck.
There are two stairways to the upper
deck: one in the southwest corner of
the building, another near the center,
rising from beside the entrance drivewaY. The floor of the ground level is oi
packed cinders. The structure is of reinforced concretf'.
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Automobile ramp to roof deck seen from the top of the corner stairway.
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Dining-room wing of the building. In the background at right can be seen one of the other buildings of the Monsanto Chemical Company; the laboratory was designed as a one-story independent structure to minimize possible damage from explosions.

Door at left leads to kitchen, door at right to corridor and dining room. Gate in rear leads to an open court between buildings.
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CLASS BLOCK AND SASH COMBINED IN EXTERIOR WALLS OF BUILDINC
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The combination of glass block and sash
light with insulating value plus access

Ttti.: E:\TEHIOR wall,.. uf this laboraton
building of the Mon,.,anto Chemical Compam in Dayton, Ohio, contain large panels
of glass block and 111etal "ash: eal'h paiwl
is ahout 80j~, glass block and 20~ o
operable metal sash- --tlH' first for ma:xinmm light with in,..ulating \ahw. the
second for Yision and al'C'l'"s to out,.,ide air.
AJl interiors arc· fac1·d with glazed tile and
all floor inµ is 11 om! blol'k. The dining
room has a solid gfass-hlol'k bay and is
air-rnnditionecl. The re~t of the building
is stcam-licated. To redul'c damage from
possible !':xplosions. the huilding was
limitt'CI to a single st on. lts total co"t
was ;:.q.1.-±:10.
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FILM LABORATORY DESICNED FOR PRECISE ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
BERTRAM TEITELBAUM, Architect

I. Negative cutting
2 , 3. Offices
4. Chemical fades
5. Women's toilet
6. Printing
7. So und breakdown
8. Negative breakdown
9. Light trap
I 0. Duplicate room
11. Vault
12. Pos. and neg. timing
13 . Developing room
14. Instruments
16. Maintenance
17. Shipping room
18. Sound-track assembly
19. Negative assembly
20. Polishing and waxing
21 . Positive assembly
22 . Washing and drying

13

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.
II.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

Unassigned
Office
Rest room
Locker room
Women's toilet
Shower
Duct space
Janitor
Men's toilet
Ventilating penth o use
Review room
Projection booth
Store room
Corridor
Chemical storage and
laboratory
Drying room
Key room

II

II

21

Second floor

First floor
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Section

To I:\SCHE consi~tenl results in developing
and printing motion-picture film, precise atmospheric control within the film laboratorv
is essential. To this end the structure is built
as a sealed envelope: daylight is admitted
through glass brick; there are few exterior
doors, and these are kept closed and locked
except when in actual use. A permanent record
is made of atmospheric conditions in various
parts of the structure, so that check can be
made at any time regarding the conditions
under which any film was processed.
The exhaust plenum chamber is located
between first and second floors and extends
the full width and length of the building.
Clearance within the plenum chamber varies.
with an approximate minimum clearance of
4 ft. The air is passed through a self-cleaning
oil filter. then sucked through felt or paper
filters. Suction is preferred to pressure. as it
creates an even atmosphere differential over
the whole area of the filter, inncasing its
pfl]cienn. To facilitate cleaning operations,
the ducts. which arc large Pnough to accommodate workmen, are equipped with 84 manhole openings at cmJYenient points.
To permit repairs without disturbing the
operation of the system, four compressor
units are used; probablv 110 more than three
of these "ill ever he ncedNI, a situation which
provides a comfortable margin of safety.
About 6.5/G of the exhaust air is washed,
filtered, heated or cooled, and recirrnlated.
Because of the possibility of future expansion or changes arising from improvements

Film-processing equipment. Note removable floor for access to pipes, etc.

"""-I~

""''".
;

. . '

in lahoraton· technics, strudural flexihility is

an important consideration; the building is
therefore designed as a reinforced-concrete
shell with load-bearing columns within but no
load-bearing partitions. All partitions are of
steel-post and metal-lath construction, plastered; thev can he torn down and relocated
in approximately three davs. For fire safety,
no room is accessible directly from another
room. onlv from the hall.
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Drying chambers. Units at left control atmospheric conditions in chambers.
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FILM-PROCESSINC LABORATORY

Top: Main entrance and lobby;
except when in actual u~e, doors
are kept locked to help maintain
uniform atmospheric cond itions
inside. Bottom : All furn ishings are
metal (usually stainless steel) to
reduce fire hazard and help
maintain a dust-free atmosphere.
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WINNERS OF PRODUCTIVE HOME COMPETITION ARE ANNOUNCED
THE WINl'iERS of the Producti\·e Home Architectural Competition have been announced. This competition was sponsored by organizations interested in decentralization, domestic
production, land conservation, and related objectives.
Winners of the five $1,000 prizes were: for the Northeast,
Alexis Dukelski, New York City; for the South, Rudolph A.
Matern, Woodhaven, T\ew York; for the Middle West, Harry
Weese, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; for the Southwest, Lois
W_ W orlev and William W. Caudill, Cambridge, Massachusetts: for the Northwest, J. R. Sproule, Seattle, ~'ash
ington. These five were chosen from among the .S.S winners
of the first stage of the competition, whose names were
announced last month (See AR, 4/:N, p. 10 I .
The report of the jury follows in part:
""There were five major elements that decided the choice
of the winning designs: 11 adaptability to productive activities in the home; 2) la) out of land and outbuildings;
3 I economy in planning, constructim1, and materials; 4)
suitability to the various regions of materials, design, climate,
etc.; 5) ~bilitv of the competitor I as indicated by his entry)
to prepare proper working drawings and specifications. The
Jury considers that the winners have in the great part fulfilled these five requirements.
"The one requirement most generall) neglected was that of
economv; but since the Program indicated that the occupant ot' the house might participate in its finishing, as well
as in the construction of outbuildings, none of the five winning plans was thought beyond a reasonable economic range.
"The Juq does not wish to present the idea that any of
the winning designs will be an ideal Productive Home, and
onlv hopes that they might serve as a springboard for the
ultimate ideal. The Jur~ was gratified ln the spirit shown in
the designs submitted. and hv the general character of the
architecture presented for a productive semirural life."
Except for two ('ases, the Jury was unanimous in its dec1s10ns. The jurors' personal opinions of the designs submitted folio\\ s:
MISS ELOISE lh. \ISO:\: ··Then' is a noticeable lack, evidently,
among the contestants. of a proper conception of storage
space requirements. \ot enough attention \\"as gi\ en to protecting the homeworker fro1n nois<'. confusion, and dust. in
the rooms where she spends her 11 orking hours. An additional washroom should be gi\'en serious considc>ration in
simplifying homemaking routine: and storage of dirty
clothes outside, to m oid brinp:ing dirt into the house . . . .
It is a striking example of back\\ ard kitchen planning, to
lea\ e no space for storage units convenient to working areas."
DR. BAKER B1w1v"'ELL: "The house that won in the J\ortheast
section is prohabh the smartest and handsomest home of any
entered, but it is too costly for the family in our problem.
If the decorati\'e fratures w1·rc elilllinated. there> \\OUld be
onh a nH'diocrc squan~ houst' with a cu po la. "·ithout lllt1l'h
other external vahw .... "
1\IO."\SIG"\OH L1 JG! LIGL TT!: ""The possibilities for the futurP
de1 Plop11w11t of the house were not so well emphasized as they
miµ ht hm p hcPtl. The cost of most of the homes \Hls too
high for the income of the famik who ''ould build them.
'\ ot mam of the contestants thought out the plot arrangement
for a co1;1plete famih -food suh~istence production for a whole
year. Storage of the various tvpes of food needed. to be produced on the plot and used throup:hout the Year. was not
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given much consideration in mall\ case,.. Further, little
attention 11 as paid to a place for preparing food. such as
butchering, or smoking meats. It is questionable ... wlwther
there is room for a co\\· on such a small plot of ground. Pigs
would be good econom), for they require little space. . . .
'\one of the designs selected have any sort of basement. There
is no essential objection to a basement. As to heating, the
arnilabilit\ of cheap fuel requires careful consideration.-'
.MR. FREDERICK L. ACKERMAN: "The plans should have been
made more simple for flexibilit\ of use, combined use of the
units, and for the famil) ·s participation in construction and
finishing.
Regional values were lacking in general. not
enough consideration being giyen to local materials. climatic
condition:-. etc."'
MR. RICHARD J. :\ EVfRA: '"Subsistence homesteading, a transplantation of white-collar and industrial workers. of part-time
employed, into a semi-agricultural situation offers a psvchological adjustment problem for the entire farnih group. Active
life in overalls must at least occasion all v be interrupted by
dean rest periods and the refreshnw11t of a bit of social life.
The plan of a productive home, of a home and production
plant under one roof must nevertheless be articulated sufficiently, so that areas for relaxation and friendly social life
at some e\ eninµ- and hulida\ hours are detached. Such a
livinµ- area in and outdoors must be easilv accessible from
the entrance, and protected against tht> dirt and disorder
which naturally accumulate from work traffic. from muddy
shoes. or soles of outdoor-playing children. The bathroom
and toilet must be easih accessible from outdoor work and
pla~ areas without floors and stairs of the inner dwelling proper being soiled. A disregard of this rule will exasperatingly
increase the toil of house deaning for house\\·ife and mother.
who is called upon for mam more duties in a productive
home than in a city dwelling. The woman must be guarded
against an overload of work and granted the satisfaction of
seeinµ- a certain part of the dwelling area defended by the
\en lmout itself against a perpetual reverting lo an unclean.
111ess\ condition ... ."'
MR. ANTO:\T'i RAY'\IO:\D: '·It is lll\ belief that one of the
,;hortcuts lo attaining consciousness of other than material
things in our life is rnntad with .'\lature. That is an explanation of the trek to the countn from the city which is going
on. To attain again a real simplicitv of life through contact
"ith '\ature and working the fields would have a profound
effect on our being. and would give even man \\hat he is
t'ntitled to: sun. fresh air. and appreciation of :\at ure"s own
beaut\·. . . . The house for such living would be. therefore. of utnwsl "implicitv. and of natural materials, letting
~ aturc rnme into the home . . . . Simpli('it\· is the principal
thing. and that was unfortu11ateh missed."'
i\IR. Bult:\ IL~ \I Hen T: "Of the designs ~elected. none were
stereo[\ pPd buildings. all were fitted to producti\e Ji, i11g.
The\ 11ere perhaps loo large and would t'Ost more than the
man \rith au income of :ii:!..'JOO a \Par could afford. However. gin'n th(' premise that some of the \\ork of building
t'ould be done !JY the man himself. all the \\inning designs
\\ere considered possible. There was, as in the first :"Lage.
a general disregar<l for the use of the cheapest possible fuel.
In almost all cases. ho\\·e, er. it would be possible to arrange
for the use of coal or wood in the localities where it \\·ould
be more reasonable."'
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WINNER FOR NORTHEAST:

ALEXIS DUKELSKI
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The design of this house is based on
a 3-ft. module. Walls and ceili ng are
plywood box-beam panels filled with
mineral wool; each panel is 3 ft. wide.
There is no basement; a flat slab is
poured directly on grade. Fieldstone
walls at north and east sides protect
the house from prevailing northeasterly winds and also separate the
productive wing from the house
proper; it is assumed this fieldstone
is found on the site. Plumbing and
heating eguipment is concentrated in
the center of the house. An oil burner
is specified, with a refill tank outside.
No interior trim or painting {except
wax) has been used. Most doors have
been eliminated. Since poultry and
cow reguire close attention , they are
located nearest the kitchen.
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WINNER FOR SOUTH:

RUDOLPH A. MATERN
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North elevation

This house is of modular design to be
constructed of plywood. The designer
has offered several alternate combinations of work spaces for different
uses and avocations. The cubage of
the living area is 13,384.5 cu. ft.
The cubage of the garage, barn, and
chicken coop is 5,312 cu. ft.
Plan
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WINNER FOR MIDDLE WEST: HARRY WEESE
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The design of this house is based on a
modular, plywood-panel construction,
which eliminates cutting and fitting.
Panels satisfy structural, insulation,
and surface requirements; no additional finishes are needed. The panels
also make possible the use of radiant
heating. Mechanical services have
been centralized, and a .special
plumbing stack is used. Bath and
phone are located conveniently at the
half story. There is cross ventilation
in every room. Cubage of house is
14,003 cu. ft.; cubage of shed is
5,544 cu. ft. Cost of the house is
estimated at 27¢ per cu. ft.-a total
of $3,781. Estimated cost of the shed
is 16¢ per cu. ft.-a tota l of $887.
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WINNER FOR NORTHWEST:

J. R. SPROULE
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A post-and-joist construction
is employed, with finish siding of beveled cedar. Interior plaster is to be unpainted. Floors are to be
built on a waterproofed 3-in.
concrete slab set on gravel
fill. Roof is 4-ply built-up
asbestos, with top sheet
white for lower fire insurance
rates. Fuel for hot-air heating is oil; a hot-water heater
is also to be installed.
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WINNER FOR SOUTHWEST:

WILLIAM W. CAUDILL and LOIS W. WORLEY

Ill

FUEL: Natural gas is the preferred fuel; it is especially plentiful and cheap in this region.

South elevation

POWER: Total power consumption of this productive home from both domestic and industrial sources
is estimated at 128 k.w.h. per month. Research indicates all cities have reasonable domestic rates
for such a project, with the exception of Santa Fe;
home generators are recommended for that locality.
In Oklahoma and Texas, gas rather than electricity
for refrigeration is recommended .
MATERIALS: Exterior walls of house are of tampedearth construction; grey earths, common in the
Southwest, are suitable. This construction, it is
claimed, provides excellent insulation and requires
no interior or exterior finishes. It costs 25 % less
than similar wall of brick, 50/'o less than concrete,
25 % to 30% less than good frame construction.
SUNLIGHT: Angle of sun with horizontal at
I 0 a.m. and 2 p.m. is approximately 60°. To exclude sunlight from the building during these hours
of summer months, provision has been made for
4-ft. projecting eaves, which permit entrance of
sunlight during the other seasons when it is most
needed. They also project enough to allow open
windows in the rainy season.
COSTS: Cost of house is estimated at $4,200 to
$5,200. The design permits construction in successive stages and the financial set-up may be
grounded on a pay-as-you-build basis.

Plan
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Gas-line distribution
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Calculated over-all power con·
sumption of 128 k.w .h. monthly
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In shaded areas, earth
has been used in building
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Summer solstice (a bout June 21) ;
lat. 35 ° , long . 106°, at Santa Fe
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1 . EDOUARD MUTRUX
Architect
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FoR INDOOR plant growing, built-in units are increasingly popular, and have particular value as a
means of decoration. The unit here pictured is
integral with the structure of the building: the
bench, on which is placed the zinc tank for plants,
is actually the top of the plenum chamber. The
buil.ding is completely air conditioned, and the
glass-block rounded bay admits sufficient light for
the types of plant grown here. Plants absorb
moisture through their porous clay pots from the
4,.in. layer of pea gravel saturated with water.
Materials and equipment

Glass block: Pittsburgh Corning Corp. Floor: asphalt
tile, Johns Manville. Walls: plaster, U. S. Gypsum over
rock lath.
Drmt1111gs i11 this sectio 11 b)• Torben M ii lier ; p/io t o by Piag et

NEW DWELLING UNITS:

fL~Rl~ULTUHAL

NEW DWELLINC UNITS: FLORICULTURAL

2.

EDWIN B. GOODELL

A rchitect
CO/l/IER "//"CAME
CONSERVATORY and lounging area are here combined in a
structure of which the roof and two sides are clear glass.
A third wall is surfaced with a copper-backed mirror to
increa e the apparent size of the room. The conservatory
opens off the living area of the residence. Ample sunlight
i available through the glass walls and roof for plant
growing; slat shades on the roof exterior can be adjusted
to admit the desired amount of sunlight, and to regulate
the temperature in summer. Hand-operated panel vents in
the wall and a motor-driven ventilator on the roof, which
operate by push-button control, provide proper conditions
of humidity. A patented drip-proof glazing method (see
detail) prevents moisture from falling in the room. The
sill is of 10-in. cast iron. Plant benches are faced with
reddish-purple Italian marble. The floor is purple slate.

Mate rials and equipm ent
Glass: Roland Glass Co. Floor: Vermont purple slate, Glassi Co.
lat shades and greenhou e construction: Lord & Burnham Co.
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3. 0. BAUER
Architect

THE CLEAR·GLA s tair tower of this villa at
Garches, France, commands a superb view
of the urrounding countryside and of the
Eiffel Tower and the Sacre Coeur in Paris.
The tower is on the south side of the house
so that ample sunlight is provided for plant
growing. Along the upper run of the stairs,
at a height convenient for maintenance, are
arranged pots of geraniums, begonias, ferns,
and ivy. These stand on perforated iron trays
which are attached to the metal muntins.
ince the porous clay pots stand inside ornamental vari-colored ceramic pots, the plants
can be watered without dripping, and can
also absorb moisture by standing in water.
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NEW DWELLINC UNITS: FLORICULTURAL
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4.

J. R. DAVIDSON

Archite ct
THAT FLORIC LTURE is not confined to
a ny particular part of a dwelling i
evidenced by this stairway unit. Boxes
lined with 16·gauge copper are placed
at the window and at second-floor newel.
The tank have a layer of gravel in
which porous pot can he placed; in
ome of the tanks, plants are grown in
_oil laid directly over the gravel. The
bottom la yer of gravel permit
u.fficient moisture, but prevents the soil
from getting our.
The plate-glass
window on the stairwell admits a good
amount of daylight which is supple-
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mented by light from another window,
of equal width, aero s the landing. For
night lighting, an indirect-light trough,
lined with Alzac aluminum reflecting
surface, is provided in a plaster cove.
In the newel there is a built-in X-Ray
reflector with flush opal-glass cover
which is directed upward.
Materials and equipment
Window: steel sash, Druwhit Metal Products Co.; plate glass, Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co. Lighting: X-Ray reAector, Curtis Lightin g, Inc. ; indirect, Lumilin e, We tinghouse
El ectri c and Manufacturing Co.
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5. HANS SCHAROUN
Architect

AN INTEGRAL PART of the living room, this all-glass
conservatory is suitably located on the sunny side
of the house. The splay on one side of the plant
room gives more floor area than would ordinarily
have been possible and actually admits more light
than a vertical partition. By means of adjustable
metal louvers on the exterior of the house, the
amount of sunlight can be controlled. Entrance to
the conservatory is through a door opening off the
living room. Condensation and heat loss in this
floricultural unit can be considerably reduced, since,
although heated, its temperature need not be the
same as that of the living room.
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NEW DWELLINC UNITS: FLORICULTURAL

6. ERNST LICHTBLAU
Archit.ect

THIS GLASS-ENCLOSED floricultural unit provides space for
potted plants of varying sizes. The floor-length window
admits light direct to the plants, and the glass partitions
serve a two-fold purpose: transmission of borrowed light
from other windows in the room, and provision of necessary
temperature and mQi1:;ture CQntrol.

The ceiling is equipped

with small electric-light bulbs which can be used both to
induce growth of the plants and to illuminate the enclosure.
A small, manually controlled radiator is located at one end
of the floricultural unit. The floor, raised several inches
above the level of the rest of the house, is of marble.
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7.

SAMUEL GLASER
Architect

construction of this plant
box and its location under a window provide a uitable medium for plant growing.
Of particular interest is the provision for
draining, which consists of an open shaft,
running the depth of the box, immediately

THE INTEGRAL

over the drain.

This latter connect

with

an outside dry well or sewer. P lants are
grown directly in the loam , laid over openjoint planks upported by wooden horse
to provide breathing space. Broken-stone
fill in the bottom of the unit facilitate
drainage and prevents the soil from becoming our. AL one end of the box is a
faucet to which can be attached a small
hose spray for watering plants.
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NEW DWELLINC UNITS: FLORICULTURAL
8. WAHL SNYDER
Architect
"
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Lr,: s OFTEN used is the type of built-in plant box
shown her , where it serves as dem arkation between
living room and unroom. The plant unit it elf is
flanked at either end by light boxes of asbestoslined galvanized iron in which bulbs are placed
under panel of frosted gla for indirect upward
li ghting. Plant boxes, of 16-oz. copper, are removable. Cap and base of the unit are of white
Alabama marble; ides are of mooth plaster.
Materials and equipment
Plaster: U. . Gypsum. P lanl boxe : made Lo order, C.
& L. Roofing o. Light box: made Lo ord er, Beach Li gh ting o. Gla s panels: 1-l erculiLe, Pill burgh Plate Gia s Co.

9.

HERBERT SPIGEL
Architect

rP/N[ BOARD S!O[fJ60ffOA(

LINED W!fH 22 GA l!l'K

·...

THIS PLANT BOX ingeniously makes use of an otherwise awkward corner necessary to obtain ceiling
height for the stairs beneath. The box itself i of
1-in. pine boards lined with zinc; a 3-in. furred
area eparates the box from the interior fini h
of the room. Over crushed charcoal in the bottom
of the zinc pan is a layer of peat moss, upon which
stand porous pot of plant . Since the moss also
surrounds the pot , a moist atmosphere is maintained, and the necessity of a drain is eliminated.
Sheet moss covers the pots and simulates loam.
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NEW STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Welded rigid frame designed to meet
unusual architectural requirements
ARCHITECTS of the Republic of Poland's building at
the ;\ew York World's Fair conceived an entranl'e tower
whi<'h was to be open at the top, to be free of all internal
structural members or bracing, to have curved corners and
wall perforations in a diagonal pattern. The required shell
<'onstruction was made possible hy ingenious engineering
design, using welded joints throughout. Designed by A. D.
5tark, Associated Consulting Engineer in the office of William \Vilson, 101 Park Avenue, New York, the rigid frame,
partially shop- and partially field-welded, met all the conditions imposed by the architects.
The lattice-framed superstructure, above the portal, is
about 119 feet in height and, except for corner framing,
is co111posed entirely of 8-in. rolled I-beams. These weigh,
for the topmost 60'/r;, 17 lbs. per ft.; for the next 20jL 19
lbs. per ft.; for the remaining portion, 21 lbs. per ft. Because
of the impracticalitv of using rolled shapes for the curved
framing at the corners, these members were made up of
fiat plates corresponding in thickness to the rolled sections used at the same level, Because of the relatively
severe !'ompressive stress occurring at the irn]('r knuckle of
a rigid frame, it was necessary to strengthen these corner
members by doubling the thickness of the inner flange. In
addition to gravity loads, the framing is designed to resist
a wind force of 20 lbs. per sq. ft. on the full area of the
tower. An additional allowance of 6000 lbs. per sq. in. was
made' for local internal stresses due to temperature changes.
EvPry third diagonal l dark members on the photograph)
indi<'ates a field spli<'e. Other joints, excppt at cornC'l"'· '"ere
,;hop-weldt>d.
THE

Prefabricated suspended ceiling permits
flexibility in use of acoustical units
ceilings, fabricated by W . .J. Lucius of Mount
Vernon, 1\. Y., introduce basic improvements in design and
l'Onslruction of suspended ceilings. These prefabri<'ated metal
panels, which may be adapted to any ceiling !'ondition, provide a flexible system in which the acoustical area may be
readily increased or decreased after erection. The main
panels are securely suspended from the unfinished structure
above, thus forming the interlocking supports for the balance
of the ceiling. The intermediate areas may then be filled
with absorptive and/ or reflective units in any proportion
and in a variety of patterns.
Flush lighting fixtures or ventilating grilles can be worked
into the general pattern of the ceiling. The panels themselves
may be perforated for uniform air distribution from the
plenum or ducts above. Universal interchangeability facilitates replacement and also makes possible easy access to all
present and future service pipes and ducts.
Drop-borders, beams, coffering, scoring, fluting, or other
effects can be attained, and simple adaptations have been
perfected for combining various acoustical materials with
the steel panels. Veneers, fabrics, or textures may be applied
either in the factory or after installation.
"PAJ\ASTEEL"

"Panasteel" ceiling installation, indicating how main members are supported from rough ceiling. Acoustical units may
be inserted in intermediate areas for variety of effects.
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NEW EQUIPMENTS

CONTACT
POINTS

Recent installation of Thompson Hanger in this Cleveland conservatory {le#) solved
a problem in maintenance which otherwise would have required elaborate scaffolding. The Hanger {right) showing lamp lowered for cleaning, circuit broken.

DESIG ED TO increase efficiency and reduce maintenance costs of industrial
lighting, a new series of lamp-lowering
hangers has recently been introduced
by the Thomp on Electric Co. of Cleveland, 0. The Thompson Hanger is
essentially an auxiliary overhead switch,
supporting the lamp in its operating
pos1t10n, with " remote control" by
means of a pulley system. This enables
high lamps to be easily disconnected
and lowered away from the electric circuit, so that cleaning can take place
safely and as frequently as desired.
When the hanger is returned, it automatically locks back into the electric
circuit. Coming in a variety of sizes,
the hanger may be used with all standard lighting equipment; a wide range
of acce sories (i ncluding shock aborbers for lamps affected by vibration)
make installation possible anywhere.
A model, with the entire hanger recessed, will shortly be in production.

NEW MATERIALS
Mass production adapted to manufacture of concrete products
IN RESPONSE to the need for nationwide standardization of prefabricated
concrete building units, the recently
formed Cemenstone Corporation announces starting of production by its
first licensee, the D. J. Kennedy Company of Pittsburgh. The standard units
are said to meet all construction requirements for which many different
shapes are now used. They simplify design problems by providing finished
units for sills, jambs, lintels, etc. Wall
units include various sizes of panelfaced veneer and full-sized concrete
block and also blocks inset with glass.
The three main features of the Cemenstone system of manufacture are: use of
vibration while molding to produce a
finer texture and stronger product; use
of heat to hasten the chemical reaction
and to control volume; and use of massproduction methods which permit rapid
cycles of manufacture and the making
of several shapes at one operation.
Production equipment consists of a
rigid steel frame over a curing chamber which produces a temperature of
160 degrees, Fahrenheit. A hopper,
which fills the molds with concrete,
mixed to a plastic state, rides on the top
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of the frame, together with vibrators
which agitate the mix. Steam from the
curing trough keeps the molds contantly hot. After the concrete has
hardened sufficien tly, the products are
lifted out in large groups and unloaded
for aging under cover and in a constant
temperature, to prevent unfavorable
weather conditions from arresting the
proper chemical reaction within the
concrete.
Equipment and methods are adaptable
to production of blocks for wall contruction and channel-shaped shortspan slabs for floors and roofs, as well
as long-span slabs, concrete planks,
joists, brick, insulating tile and veneering, curbs, sidewalks, and fence post .

Twisted steel provides
improved reinforcing bars
UNDER PATENTS of the American lsteg
teel Corporation, an improved reinforcing bar used for the past eight years
in Europe, is now produced by the
Wickwire Spencer Steel Company of
ew York. lsteg reinforcing consists
of two plain round bars twisted together cold to form a double helix. Dur-

ing the twisting operation the ends of
the bar are restrained again t shortening, thereby stretching the bars. The
physical properties and shape resulting
from this cold working in tension and
torsion produces a high yield-point bar
of uniform structure and strength, free
of mill scale. The proces of manufacture is a severe test on the homogeneity
of the steel and reveals hidden flaws
which result in failure of the bar during
the twisting process. By this method of
manufacture, the yield point of the steel
is raised 50% so that a bar, having
normally a yield point of 40,000 lbs.
per q. in., when used in this manner
has a yield point of 60,000 lbs. per sq.
in., thus permitting a reduction of onethird in the amount of steel required.
In addition, the greater surface area,
the elimination of mill scale, and the
deformation of the twisted bar results
in a superior bond.
Tests made at Columbia University
indicate that lsteg bars are safer at a
design stress of 27,000 lbs. per sq. in.
than ordinary steel bars at a stress of
18,000 lbs.
se of Isteg reinforcing is
permitted by the New York City Building Code and has been specified by the
Procurement Division of the U. S.
Trea ury Department.
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In the city, Nature itself takes on new

meaning . . .
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LANDSCAPE DESIG
by CARRET ECKB01
DANIEL U. KILEY
JAMES C. ROSE

R ASI
SHA P ES
D
LIF P SES
the questions: How can man most constructively use his free time?
What physical accommodations are essential to his recreation? Who
will design them? . .• Since nature-plant life, landscape , open airare of at least as much importance in this phase of environmental control as archite cture , ARCHITECTURAL RECORD has asked Messrs.
Eckbo , Kiley, and Rose to explore the subject from the standpoint of
landscape design. This study covers recreation in the urban environment; subseque nt installments will analyze the rural and primeval.
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EEK Lhe natural environment mo t favorable to the complete development of Lheir pecie , and
where nature fails to meet the biologic
necessities, adaptation of either environment or organism must occur for life
to continue. Each pecies produces its
own form
which provide for its
specific requiremenls in the struggle for
In lower organi ms, the
exi tence.
process of adaptation is o intimately
related to the life cycle that it is hardly
distingui hable; in vigorously motile
and highly socialized organism , the
central forms are no longer individual,
but are produced by the co mmunity to
provide a wider adaptation to sati sfy
specific need . The honeycomb of Lhe
bee and the beaver ' darn are ver y advanced examples of such forms.
nlike
Lhe insects, however. the environmen tal
adaptation of man is infinitely complica ted b y hi own half- ocial, half-individual makeup, hi uneven evolutionary
developm ent, and his distribution over
every variety of geographic, topographic, and climatic conditions.
Generally speaking, man' central effort-the exploitation of all mineral,
plant, animal, and insect forms for his
own social welfare-has taken two
forms, indu trial and agricultural production . \'Vhere one of the e production
form predorninaled, a characteri tic
type of environment resulted-urban for
mdustry, rural for agriculture, primeval
for tho e areas eith er untouched or only
superficially exploited (trapping, lumbering, etc.) . Although none of the e
environments were as socially desirable,
efficient, or expre ive a they might
have been , they served one purpo e admirably: they enormously increased
man's produ ctivity and laid the material
ha is for still higher form of environment.
But as productivity rose, neces ary
labor time decrea ed: time for play as
well as work became a reality for the
average man. This, in turn, posed a
new problem : the absolute necessity for
and the real possibility of man's controlling his environment for his pleasure as well as his labor, for recreation
a well as production.
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f THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
England : t elevisi ng a la nd scape lecture

This wide a nd expa nding need of
society for planned recreati onal en·
vironment offers tremend ous new op·
portunities to land cape designer and
building designer alike. These needs
are o newly discovered, the mea ns of
meeting them o varied, and the de ign
tandard
o nebulou , that it is per·
hap wi e to di cu
the recreational
needs of each type of environment rela·
tive to its dominant producti on fo rms,
i.e., urban, rural, primeval.
Before beginning any discus ion of
the part of la ndscape design in creating
uch environments. a few facts about
the origin of this pecialized field might
be worthwhile. Th e farm er was the
fir t landscape de icr ner. However re·
mote from reali ty they may have since
beco me, the great sch ools of landscape
design sprang from the agricultures of
the period. Most ad vances-new plant
form s, new fe rtilizers, new construction
equipment
and methods-were de·
veloped to increase agricultural pro·
duction, not to make po sible a Tuilleries or a Kensington Garden.
The farm er has no preconceived ideas
of form ; he u es all available knowl·
edge and techni c to meet a given need ;
he plants and cultivates without abstract
theories of design or beauty. He is in·
tere led in the maximum production for
the minimum expenditure of ti me and
effort. His fo rms are n ot tatic, but
change constantly with the sea ons, with
advance in fa rmin a methods and plant
materi als. The resulting lan d cape . at
their best, a sume a biologic, plastic
quality which express man's achieve·
ment and a pirations in dramatic
term . The rice terrace of China and
Japan, the wheat fi elds of North Dakota,
the vinyards along the Rhin e, are not
onl y ocially produ ctive, they are designs which ea ily r ival th e gardens of
Villa D'E te or the Alhambra.
This is not to di count for a moment
the great ch ools of design of the past,
as the En glish landscapist, Christopher
Tunnard, has been quick to point out
" If, then, a new garden technique is
to be evolved, it need not necessarily
reject th e traditional elements of the
garden pla n. Ra ther , it aim mu t be
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to infuse th em with n w life. . . . Ju t
as the design of the loco motive, the
aeroplane, and, for that matter, the modern h ou e, is being changed by scientific
inventi on, in a similar wa y science will
transform th e garden of the future. Th e
la tter must necessarily be influenced by
new material and their methods of ap·
pli cati on, for example, by plant impor·
tali on and h ybridization, and the
a melioration of soil and weather condi·
Li ons." Thi is more than ever true
when the landscape designer turns from
the de ign of the individual garden * to
the great recreati onal environments of
tomorrow.
Cities redesigned for living . . .

' The remodeling of the earth and its
cities," Lewis Mumford has said, " is
still only at a germinal stage: only in
isolated work of technics, like a power
dam or great hi ghway, doe one begin
to feel the thrust and sweep of the new
creative imagination: but plainly, the
da y of passive acquiescence to the given
environment, the day of sleepy oblivion
to thi s source of life and culture, is
drawing to an end. Here lies a new
field .... "
Certain it is that the city toda y tands
between man and the so urce of recrea·
ti on, co nsumin g hi s free time in travel·
ing to a nd fr om those areas which pro·
vide a means of restorin g vitality dis·
s ipated in work.
The sharp division of working and
recreali ve world in toda y's urban areas
h as produced a fallacious weighting of
their relative value . Work has become
the dominant fact of human life-leisure
and recrea tion a more or less lu xurious
afterth ought which is .fitted in around it.
The dreary preponderance of building,
the alm ost total absence of gardening,
in our metropoli , i a direct reflection of
this. Yet leisure and recreati on , in their
broade t sense, are fundam entally neces·
sar y fa ctors of human life, especially in
a n indu strial age. Recreation, work,
a nd home life are fund a mentally cl osely
interdependent units, rath er than en·
titi es to be segregated by wastefully at·
tenuated transportati on fa ciliti es, as
th ey are today.

ince most production in the city
take place under roof, indoors, it i
obvious th at urban recreation m ust
emphasize th e out of doors, plant life,
air, and light. In our poorly mechan·
ized, over-centralized, a nd congested
cities the cr ying need is fo r organized
pace: fl exible, adaptable outd oor space
in which to stretch, breath, expa nd , and
grow.
Trend towards recreational systems

The urban dweller require a com·
plete, evenly distributed, a nd flex ible
system providing all types of r ecr eation
for person of every age, interest, and
sex. The keletal outlines of uch vs·
tern s are emerging in man y A rn eri ~an
cities- ew York, Cleveland, Washing·
ton, ew Orleans, Chicago- although
u ually in a fragmentary a nd unco·
ordinated form. Of these, the combined
park systems of ew York City, We t·
chester County and Long Island (see
p. 77 ) undoubtedl y constitute the most
advanced example .
But, aside fr om their beer in ade·
quacy-no American city b oasts even
minimum tandard of one-acre open
pace to each 100 population- th ese ·s·
terns have many qualitative h ortcom·
in gs. Public park y~ tem s are usually
quite isolated : on the one hand , fr om
th e privately owned amu ement and en·
tertainment center - theater , dan ce
halls, stadia, and arena ; and, on the
other , from the sch ool, library, and
museum y tern . This naturally. makes
a one-sided recreati onal en viro nment.
Even the largest elements- Lincoln
Park in Chicago, Central Park in ew
York- are too remote from the densest
populati on area to ervice th em adequately.
nd nearl y all of these ysterns, or p arts of sy tern , Lill la bor
under antiquated concepts of design.
seldom corning up to the co ntemporary
plane of fo rmal expression. Ievertheless, the trend is more and more toward
considering a well-balanced system es·
enti aL such a sy tem including the fol.
lowing types :
*For detailed discussion of the poten tialities o f the
modern g arden, see recent series of studies by
Messrs. Eckbo and Rose in Pencil Points magazine.
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1.

2.

4.

s.

:::

1. Play lot-a small area within each
block or group of dwellings for preschool children. One unit for eYery 30
to 60 families: L')OO to 2500 sq. ft.
m11111nurn. A fe,r pieces of simple,
safe but attral'ti\ e apparatus-chair
swings, lmr rl'gular swings, low slide,
sand box. simple play materials, jungle
gym. pla\ house. Open space for running. Endosure by low fence or hedge,
some shade.
Pergola, bem·hes for
mothers. parking for bah\ ('arriages.
2. Children"s playground-for l'hildren 6 to lS \ears. At or near center
of neighborhood, with safe and easY
access. 1-acre playground for each
1.000 total population; 3 to .') acres
minimum area in one plaground. Chief
features: apparatus area; open space for
in.formal pla\ : fields and courts for
games of older boys and girls; area for
quiet games, crafts. dramatil's. storvtelling: wading pool.
3. District play field - for ) om1g
people and adults. 11~- to 1-mile radius;
10 acres minimum size. 20 desirable.
One playfield for every 20,000 population, one acre for each 800 people.
4. Urban park-large area which 111'1)
include any or all of abow actiYities
plus "beauty of landscape." Organized
for intensi\'e use b,- crowds--zoos. museums. a111usl'111ent, and entertai11ment
zones .
.'). Country 1iark and green belts-for
"'a da1· in the countn "'-larger area,
less intensive use. merelv nature trimmed up a bit. Foot and bridle paths,
drivt>s, pi!'nic grills, !'omfort stations.
(>. Special areas-golf course, bathi11g
beach, municipal camp, S\\ imming pool,
athletic fiPld. stadium.
-;. Parkn·a_n awl /ree1l'ays--increasingly Ui'ed 1l1 to connect the units
listed abo\e into an integrated s~ stem
and I 2 I to prm ide (1uick, easy, a11d
plea,.,ant acce~,.; lo rural and prime\ al
area!-'.

But quantity is not enough . . .
.~

NATURE, by its very scarcity, achieves a great cutlural significance
in the city. Thus, instead of vacant lots (I), the urbanite's environments
should provide for such things as demonstrations of scientific advances
in plant growing (2), botanical gardens for exotic or out of season flora (3),
opportunities to grow plants (4), reproductions of botanically interesting
plant "communities" (5). Emphasis should be on scientific approach,
encouraging active group participation in experiment wherever possible.
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But tlw l\ pes lisll'd aho\e constitute
onh· the barest outlines of a recreational
system; proYil'ion of all of them does
not in a111 wa~ guarantee a successjul
recreational en viro11111e11!.
l n other
wonk the problem is qualitatil'P as
well as quantitatiYe--not only hou~· much
reerPalional facilitiPs. hut u:hat kind.
Here the element of design is Yital. and
smTcss 1s dependent upon accurate
anah ses of the needs of the people to
be p;1vironed. These needs are hoth indil'idual and collective.
ARCHITECTURAL
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Every individual has a certain optimum space relation-that is. he requires a certain volume of space around
him for the greatest contentment and
de\ elopment of hod) and soul.
This
space has to be orf!anized thrce-dimensionalh- to become comprehensible and
important to man. This need falls into
the intangible group of im-isible elements in humau life which have been
largely disregarded in the past. Privac\
out-of-doors means relaxation. emotional release from contact. reunion with
nature and the soil.
Collectively, urban populations show
marked characteristics. :\ ot only do
thPir recreational needs van- wideh- with
agP. SPX. and previous habits and cmtoms I national group,; arc still an important item in planning I ; but they are also
constanth shifting-irifluenced bv immigration. work. and living conditions.
Recent studies by Professor Frederick
]. Adams of M.l.T. indicate constantlv
changing types of activitv within definite age groups, and a gradual broadening of thP ages during which persons
participatp most activeh in sports. Organized recreation is spreading steadily
dowm1 ard I to include thP very young in
kindergarten and nursen I and upwards
I to provide the eldPrh with passive
rPncation and quiet sports I.

Provisions for: games
and runninq; playhouse.
play
materials, and toys; slides,
swings. sandpiles;
rest and story-telling.

1.

>~

~1;

r-; ',- ;/",/
I

/;

2.

'
'

PLA YLOTS are the base of the recreational pyramid. They should provide as a
minimum a quiet, protected space for preschool children in each block, (I) and (2);
parking for baby carriages; benches for
mothers. In some of the USHA projects,
playlots are now combined with nurseries.

In addition. the urhan population
uses a constanly in('reasing varietv of
recreation forms-adive and passive
sports. amusements, games. and hobhiPs.
Old forms are being revived I folk
dancing. marionettes I : new forms are
bPing introduced I radio. television.
motoring, et('. I ; foreign forms 1111ported I skiing, fencifll,!- affher~ I.
Con:-ideration of the ahm e factors
imph certain design c1ualities for the
reneational environment which are
generally absent from all hut the ver~
best of current work. Oesigll ill the
rel'reational environment of tomorrow
mu"t I 11 integrate landscape and building. I 2 I be flexible. I .3 I be multi-utilP.
I 4 I exploit mechanization. I .'JI be social. not individual. in it:-; approach.

l. Integration. Th,· most urg<'nt JH•ed
is for the estahlishmcnl of a l1iolol!i" rf'-

lationship hel\1·cen outdoor and indoor
n>lunws \\ hi('h \I ill automaticalh- control dt'nsill. Thi:-; in1plies the integration of indoors and outdoors. of Iii ing
space. working spal'e, pla1 space. of
\\hole social units \\host· size is d!'terrnined hY the a('!'essiliilit1 of its parts.
Thus landscape cannot exist as an isolated phenomenon. hut must become an
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NEICHBORHOOD PARKS,

although common to most cities, are
usually more decorative (3) than useful (4). Elderly persons increasingly
need space for games-croquet, horseshoes, shuffleboard, checkersas well as the more usual reading, knitting, gossiping, beer-drinking, etc.
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Provisions fo r: ap paratus ,
info rmal pl a y, wad ing poo l,
various field a nd co urt
games for olde r c hildre n,
q ui et games, d ra matics, etc .

2.

4.

PLA YCROUNDS for the most active of all age groups-6 to 15 yearsa re a generally recognized ne cessity. Yet the majority of urban children
are still forced t o use the street (I). Equipped , but crowd ed and exposed
is (2) , while good planning , plant life, and privacy add measureably
to (3) and (4). Two-thirds of the ch ildren atte nding playgrounds live
with in 3 blocks , 75"/0 within 4 ; thus, intimate relation betwee n dwelling
and playground-uninterrupted by streets and highways-is essential.
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integral part of a omplex enviro nmental control. I t is quite pos ible, with
contemporary knowledge and technic ,
to prod uce environments of suffi cient
plasti city as to make them con tanlly
renewable. refl ecting the organic ocial
development. lt is po ible to integrate
land cape again with building- on a
newer and higher plane- and thu s
achi eve that sense of being enviro ned in
gr ea t and pleasantl y organi zed space
which characterized the great lan dscape
of the pa t.
2. Multiple-use. Mo t types of recreation are ea onal and , within the season,
can be parti cipated in onl y during certain hour of th e da y or evening. In
addition. differ ent age and occupational
groups h ave free time at different hour ,
and a great variety of r ecreational interests exists within the same groups.
Th e trend toward multiple- use planning
r efl ects need which permeate all fo rms
of contemporary de ign: decreased
maintenan ce, increased utility, and saving of time in unneces ar y travel.
3. Greater flexib ility in building deig n- to provide for wider varieties of
u e and o-reater ada ptability to changi ng
conditi ons- can be extended into the
landscape. The conslructi on creates a
keleton of volume which are perfora ted enough to permit air and sunligh t for plant growth . P lants now replace the in terior partitions, and divide
space for outdoor use. When building
a nd landscape achi eve this fl exibility.
we di scover that the only difference between indoor and outdoor de ign is in
the material and the technical pro blems in volved. Indoor and outdoor
beco me on e- inter changeable and in disting ui hable except in the degree of
pro tecti on from the elements.
Flexibilit in de ign expr e es in a
graphic wa y the internal growth and
clevelopmenl of so iety. For thi rea on, th e gr eat tree-lined avenues and
mem orial parks terminating the axes are
not sa ti [ac tor y. th ough they may have
twi ce th e pen area per person above
that which mi ght be called an optimum .
Once s uch a scheme i built, it i a dead
weig ht on the community becau e it i
tatic a nd inflexibl e. It i neither bi ologic nor or ganic. and neith er ser ves
nor expresses the lives of the people in
its environs.
4. If cientific a nd technical ad vance
has cr eated the urba n enviro nment of
toda y, it- a nd it alone- has also mad e
possible the urban environment of tom orow. T his implies a frank r ecogni.ARCHITECTURAL
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tion, on the part of landscape designers
particular!~. of the decisive importance

of "the mal'hine"; it must he 111et and
mastered. not flpd from. lndPed. the
onlv way in whil'h landscape design nm
be .mad~ flexible. multi-utile, and integral with building is hv the widest use
of modern materials. equipments, and
methods.

As a matter of fad. this is already
pretty gencralh f<'('()gnized. though.
again. in a frag111entar) fashion. The
great parkl\a\ s\ sterns of Amcril'a are
the lwst exa111ple of new landscape for111s
evoh-l'd to mePt a pureh· ('onte111porary
demand. The shl'er pressure of a 111obile
population forc<'d tlwir neation: and
archail' design ,..tandards fell by the
wavside al111ost urrnot il'ed. Thl' landsca.pings of the ~cw York and San Francisco fairs arc other exa111ples. though
perhaps more advanl'ed in the l'Oll·
struction methods emplO\ ed than in the
finished for111. The use of 111odern lighting and sound S) ,_.tems. mobile theatri<"al units I \VPA caravan theatPrs, Randall Island rubber-tired stages, St.
Louis outdoor opera theater I is already
\\ idespread. Throughout AmeriC'a. advances in agrinrlture. silvil'ulture. horticulture. and enµ:ineeri ng are C"onstantly
being ernploved b\ the landscape de-

Provisions for: playground;
major sports-football,
baseball, field hockey, soccer, etc.; swimming; tennis,
bowling, archery, shuffleboard; theater, bandshell:
recreation building.

1.

2.

3.

~1g:ner.

But therl' arc. as \et. few examples
whil'h exploit the full potentialities or
achie\ e the finished form whiC'h truly
expresses them. ~or does the use of the
fluoresC'ent light. miC"rophone. or automobile alone guaranke a succl'ssful design. ThP real issue \\ill he the use to
whil'h sul'h developments are put. The
park\\<!\". for examplP. can either serve
as a 111eans of integrating living, working, and recreation into an organic
whole; or it can be u~ed in an effort to
sustain their continued segregation. The
theoretical l.30-111ilP radius at the disposal of all urban dwellers for recreation is a drearn of the drafting board,
which. for the maj orit\ of people. is
blocked at everv turn hv the incovenience and C'ost <;f transp;)rtation. Onlv
if thf' parkwav redu<"cs thP tinw. money,
and dfort im·oh-ed in getting from
horne lo work lo pla \. will it j u:;tif~ its
original outla\.

In building the rPneational environment of tomorrow Pvcn our most advanced forms must he extended and
perfected. Man rl'organizes materials
conscioush : their form pffel'l is produced consciously: any effort to a\"oid
the problf'rn of for111 will prodm·p an
MAY
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PLA YFIELDS, for young people and adults, are often combined
with high schools-though this is not essential or necessarily desirable.
Space (I), equipment (2), and plant life (3) are all essential to the success
of the playfield; but design-such as indicated in the student project
for the new USHA development in Boston (4)-is decisive. Four Harvard
students here analyzed the recreational needs of an actual population:
freedom of choice, flexibility, and segregation of functions are achieved.
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>iELDS
WOODS
SPORTS
MARSH

1.

MAIN ROADS
WALKING &
CYCLING
RAILWAY

._

"

..
'/l

"' I~

.,,
(

2.
3.

Key to plan : C. Playfield.

PARKS-Since

H. Spec ial playgro und .

intown parks are the earliest of all
recreational types, most urban recreational systems
already include them. However, they are often too few
and too small, too remote from the dwelling centers,
and not up to contemporary levels of design. Most
famous in this country is New York's Central Park (3),
which has been greatly improved in recent years by addi-
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L. Play lawn.

M. Ploylots .

P. Playgrounds.

T. Restaurant.

Z. Zoo.

+ion of many specialized recreational facilities. Chicago 's
"lake-shore" parks (I J represent progressive design , although located at the edge of the city. Probably the
mo:;t advanced intown-park design is that for Amsterdam's new Boschplan (2); located in the fastest-growing
portion of the city, and connected to the rest by good
transportation, it provides a wide variety of facilities.
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equall) conscioush developed form.
Nothing in the world "just happens".
A natural scene is the result of a very
complicated and delicate!) balanced
reaction of ven numerous natural ecological forces. Man, himself a natural
force, has power to l'Ontrol these environmental factors lo a degree, and
his reorganizations of them are directed
bv a l'onscious purpose toward a cons~ious objective. To endeavor to make
the result of :-ul'h a process "unconscious" or "naturar' is to deny man's natural place in the biological scheme.
S. \\'hile the individual garden remains the ancestor of most landscape
design, and while it will continue to he
an important source of individual rel'reation. the fact remains that most
urbanites do nut nor t:annot have acTess
to one. And e\ en when I or if I each
d11elling unit has its prirnte garden, the
most important aspects of an urban
recreational enviro111nent 11 ill lie oul,-ide its boundaries. The recreation of
the citl. like its 11 ork and its life. remains essentialh a sol'ial problem.
Landscape-like building-moves forward

Landscape design is going through
thP same rel'onstruction in ideolog1 and
lllPthod that has changPd c~ven other
form of planning since the industrial
revolution. The grand manner of axes,
,-istas. and facades has been found out
for 11hat it is---a decoratin~ t·mering
for, but no solution lo, the real problem.
Conternporan land;.;capP design is finding its standards in relation lo the ne\1nePds of urban societ1. The approach
has shifted. as in building. from the
grand manner of axes and fal'ades to
specific nePds and specific forms to exprPss those needs.
Plants ha\e inherent qualit), as du
bril'k, wood, t·oncret•,'. and other huilding materials, hut their quality 1s mfinitely more complex. To use plants
intelligenth, one must kno11, for eyer)
planL its form, height at maturit), rate
of gnrn-th, hardiness, soil requirements.
del'iduousness, color texture, and time
of bloom. To express this complex of
inherent quality. it is ne<'es,.,ar~ to separate the indh-idual from the mass, and
arrange different t\ pes in organic relation to use, circulation, topograph1, and
existing elements in the landscape. The
technics are more complicated than in
the Beaux Arts pattern,_, hut we thereh\
achieve nilumes of organized spal'e i;1
which people Ji,e and pla1. rather than
stand and look.
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PARK SYSTEMS. The recreational environment of tomorrow is at least
indicated by the park systems of today; but the variation is extremely
wide. A map of Boston (I), plotting areas not within 1/4 mile of playgrounds, shows more than half the city without facilities. Moscow (3),
on the other hand, has a park system which penetrates and connects
the entire city. In New York (4) the parkways have been extended to
make special areas (2) available to the population, thus forming the
skeleton of a recreational system; but other elements are still too few.
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Increased industrialization in the fabrication of mate rials brings new
potentialities in construction. Top: experimental plane whose fuselage is
molded in two sections out of sheets of resin-bond ed hardwood veneer; in
future whole wing sections may be so molded. Center: a lathe that shaves
an unbroken sheet of wood in thicknesses of I/ 16 to 5/ 16 in. from a revolving bolt. Bottom: The increased precision characteristic of such developments is exemplified by plastic shapes made to a tolerance of .002 in.
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS in construction, as
in oth er industries, is related to market
factors. These factors are here discussed under: 1, sources of materials; 2,
extent of need ; 3, resistance t o change.
Sources of materials: The most important single factor in this connection is the activity of r esearch technicians in analyzing performance standards, in r emaking old materials, and
in developing new ones.
Today,
methods for improvin g our forest cr op,
for making use of wood scrap anrl other
" wastes", and for cr eating new materials from agricultural products and
non-metal minerals, are r esulting in
cheaper and m ore efficient structural,
insulating, and surfacing materials. Reduced costs made possible by improvements in the fabrication of materials, in
distribution and constru ction methods.
result in keener competition a mong materials and m ake available a wider range
of them .
Control of market: Expanding markets
or m ore centralized sources of purchasing power are incentives to the further development of building materials
and methods. A large stabilized market
in the building industry could make
possible the increased use of industrially produced units; this would require
more centralized control over design
and greater efficiency of materials.
Resistance to change : Obstacles to the
furth er improvement of materials of
construction are similar to those affecting innovations in other industries; inhibiting factors are intensi fi ed by the
relative backwardness of the building
industry, organizationally and technically. Although competition among material manufacturers tends to stimulate
development of new products, shortsightedness on the part of various established interests has been a retar ding inAu ence. Obsolete building codes are
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUILDING MATERIALS
This study is concerned with developments in building materials. The forms in which
materials are fabricated are constantly changing. In varying degrees, "materials of
construction" become units of assembly. This trend has an important bearing on the
status of the designer and his relation to building operations; he is placed increasingly
in a position where he must specify performance of materials and equipment not
fabricated under his supervision. This study was prepared by Mr. Milton Lowenthal.

often the mcaib h) \\ hil'h the dominam·e
uf relati\elY costh and irwffiC'ient materials is maintained. Efforts to maintain economic adYantage over competitors: costs of introducing new materials: resulting losses in capital investrnent; hesitancy to disturb a market
whil'h already . yields profits through
production of older materials; the di fficulties encountered hy small-scale enterprises entering the field ;-all these
are cconornic: factors in the path of
technological advance.
Further resistance to the introduction of some
of the new materials and method~ conws
from craft labor unions. whiC'h see in
them a threat to handicraft skills, inneased unemployment, and I or) reduced wages. Buildin;r de:-igners, too,
are often reluctant to expNiment with
untried materials. Recent trends. how!'\ eL resulting part!) frorn industrialh
produced materials, indicate a break
with traditional forms that is even affecting house design.
Because of the various restricting
factors described, the use of new materials in building is still comparativeh limited. Nevertheless, their greater
,;se in big engineering projects (bridges,
dams, tunnels, highways I, as well as
in the more advanced industries (transportation, chemical, oiL power), foreshadow their larger use in building, too.
Trends in materials

The limitations and characteristics of
fabriC'ation, distribution, and construc·tion methods determine the properties
of building materials. These properties
are l'ontrolled with ever greater prel'ision to satisfy increasingly exacting
requirements; theY arc here discussed
in terms of ( 11 increased workability
and I 2 I increased ('Ontrol oYer specific
properties.
Increased workability: Today mate-
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rials are pro,luced more and 111ore b\
precision-controlled equipment \l~ith
dose co111mef!'ial tolerances, using testing and inspecting instrunw11ts far
more acnrrate than the hurnan e\ c.
'Vith such tools it beco11ws possible to
attain greater homogeneity of products,
so that they may be more easil) mal'hincd, molded, cast, welded. extruded,
or rolled. This increased homogeneity
is apparent in the processed older materials I controlled t'OIHTete. wood impregnated with plastics, stainless steel)
as well as in the newer "synthetic"
materials (plastics, insulating materials. wood-fiber panels).
A material may be the "product" of
an industrialized plant and still he only
a "raw material" in relation to the
building operation. Therefore, "workability" also applies to the adaptability
of materials to the hand methods now
usually employed at the building site,
and also, in some instances, adaptability
to mechanized methods in shop-production of ,mil or floor systems. The trend
toward dry construction, and the development of larger units that are
neYertheless easily handled by one or
two men, are examples of increased
workability at the site.
Tht> limitations of our transportation
s\ stems have an effect on the size and
t\ pe of products handled and determine
the organization of fabrication shops.
Shipping costs are hasrd on bulk as
well as weight; this is an important
factor in location of fabrication and
assembly plants. Because of the li111itaLions on bulk that ma\ he handled on
the railroad and highway, the major
building types will probably not be
completely shop-assembled, unt iL and
unless. more integrated production systems are developed. The design of
minor building types (diners, small
farm structures), which are complete-

h shop-asscn1hkd toda), i~ "trough
affected ]l\~ the ph\ sic al lin1itati·m~ of
existing transportation fal'ilitie:-;.
Increased control over specific /!roper! ics: :\lore precise functional an ah se~
re:-;ult in materials desipwd tu meet
specified requirements for specified
periods of time. These new rnatt>rials
arc characterized by increased rcsistam·p
to deterioration or destruction b\ external forces, and hy more fa\orable
strength-weight ratios. More sati"fal'ton~ surfacings are heing developed to
meet requirements for cleanability,
color, texture, sound and light ab"orption, reflection. etc.
ThP development of corrosion- and
rust-resisting metals; acid-resisting pla"til's; resin-impregnated woods, resistant
to water, fire, and termites; impro\"enrents in insulating materials---in c·onnedion with which experiments arc bein;r made with practil'alk e\en kn<l\rn
substance-arc excellent illustrations of
the activity of our research laboratories.
The most ad\aiwcd methods of scientific anal) sis I radio;rraphy. spectrography, photoelastic analysis) are used to
study the structure nf materials.
Greater strength results in lighter
construction, with redul'cd dead loads.
Research in the composition of cenwnts,
greater control of proportio11ing of aggregates, and highly developed curing
methods have resulted, in the past 2?>
\ears, in an increase of about 50% in
the compressive strength of concrete.
The ultimate strength of the sted wire
used in the cables of the great bridges
is toda)' four times that of the wroughtiron wire once used. The new low-allov
steels, e.g., chrome-copper and nickelcopper. are characterized hy a high
ratio of yield point to ultimate strength:
they permit lighter construction, thus
l'ompeting with the more costly stainless steels and aluminum alloY"-
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New methods
for metals of
give greater
sive diffusion

of fabricating old materials are constantly being developed. One of these is the powder-metallurgy technic
high melting point. This process of molding finely powdered metals without casting or machining is said to
precision of structure and composition than the more usual melting and casting technic. Above: Progresof copper and tin particles by the powder-metallurgy method; note homogeneity of the resulting alloy.

Steel used in Budd trains is cold-rolled
for greater elasticity. Above: Coils of
strip steel fed through drawbenches
to be formed into structural shapes.

Because of their comparative homogeneity, alloy steels are readily welded.
The ·time, current, and pressure necessary
for each shot weld are carefully controlled.

Precision control in
implies precision
structures. Above:
fo r deflection in

fabricating materials
testing of finished
An engineer checks
a static-load test.

Cou rtes_v Rohr,.ts a11d Sclwcfrr Co.

Increased tensile strength of steel
wire: 335,000 lbs. per sq. in .
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Increased strength of concrete: Z-D
test dome; shell thickness is 9/ 16 in.

Increased strength of plate glass specially processed by heat and chilling.
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Struct11ral materials

in materials 1~ apparenth
toward an integration -toward l'omhininl! the stnwtural. i11,.;ulatinf!. and :-urfa('inl! requirements in a sinide ")Stem.
But material~ mu:-;t still h<' d,·,·doped
to me!'! the requirenwnts of traditional
('onstnwtion. and it ''ill fal'ilitate precwnlation to dis(·u,.;s tlwlll under the separate lwadings.
Structural material,.; !lHL\ lw dassifit•d in the folio\\ ing f!l'OUJl~: wood and
fihrow• lllaterial~. cor1cretc and da\
product,;. and llH'lak
l. Wood and fihrous materials: This
!.!.rnup indudes. in addition to wood.
presst>d materials su("h as filwrhoards.
pl, woods. a11d all fibrous materials that
('all be fornH·d !IH'('hanicalh into hoards.
\rood is rdali\d\ ("ht>~p and easih
11 orkt'd. I ts gn·at WPaknPss is (•xpans1011 and ("Ofltraction resultinc: from
111oisture abrnrption.<:· Toda)·· i1;1pro\ed
sihicultural, mir,.en. plantinf!. and
han·esting methods. a11d better selection and hreedinl! of tree spe('ies are
r!'sulti111! in an i111prmTd ra\1· material.
Careful grading has resulted in the
formulation of standard \\·orkin!,!· stresses
for structural timber. Laminakd construction and more efli("ient (·01.nector:ha1e made possible the fahri("ation of
large woodt>n nH'mbers from ~mall-di
niensioned stock and the use ,,f \Hmd
for \\·ider ~pans. Che111icals art• heinl!
ust'd more \1·ideh to present' \I ood and
rnake it firc-resistant.
In lieini( -·rernade"'. the natural mat Prial has lw(•n gi\en 1ie11· form a11d new
properties. Oe\'!•lopmPnt:- alo11~ these
lines an· the laminating of 11ood laYt'rs
and tlw compressinl! of \\ood fibers,
!lOth rernlting in largt>. thin. light weight
panels. The irnTt>a:-ing use of strw·tural plnrood. espe('ialh sinn' it has
lwt>n made \1 att>rproof ,; ith the use of
plwnoli('-rt'sin glues. indi('ale:-; tlH' pos,jhilitiPs uf largl'. Pasih handkd construction units. Finishcd 1nl'lal ,.urfa('Ps
an' no11· lan1inatt>d lo ph wood. and
plastit'~ are lwinl! larninalt·d to <i1HI in1fll'('f!nated in ph 11ood panels.
\\'one! fibers and sha\ ings. ('a!H' fihf•n;_
and other f•l'f!ani(' matl'riab. son11' 11011•iwtal 111incral·• likP ;1,_;lw:-to,_; and minnal \1 '"'l--all tlwse arP !wing u,;('d and
fiirthcr de\t·lopPd for strud11ral :is \\'(•II
''" in-ulatin~ purpose,_;. :-\0111c of thp,_;p

THE THE'\D

''.A thoroughgoing analysis has been made of
the influence of rPoisture on mechanical propertie~
Jf .wood ~nd an exp_onential formula developed for
:no1s.ture-strength adjustment of the data previously
Jublished.. The. wor~ applies specifically to cases
:'here mo1~tur.e is,, u~~formly distributed throughout
-~e cross section.
Wood-Construction Material
)!
Present and Future." ]. A. Newlin and L. T.
\11.arkwardt, Journal of Forestry. Sept .. 1938, p. 870.
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nrntNials are produced b) plants similar
to paper mills. the <"Pmplete operation
from raw material to finished hoard being accomplished hy automaticalh- operated equipment.
Another development is the impregnation of wood with mt'tals and with
plasti('s.
Impregnation with metals
I set' AR. I /3 I, p. :·rn I creat<'s a material that resi:;ts fire. climatic changes.
and l'hemicals, and does not split,
blister. or splinter easily. Similar propt•rti(•:o; are attained by impregnation with
rPsin. \\hi ch enters the finer structure
of the wood and is fixed through polymerization under temperature.
2. Concrete and clay products: This
gruup includes structural materials de,·eloped from non-metal minerals.
Vlajor progrt>ss in the fabrication and
use of concrete is recorded in the largt'r
('nginPering projects and in shop fahrication, where it has been possible to
t>XeJ"t"ise hetter ("Ontrol O\'t>r proportioning of aggregates, mixing and vibrating processes, and curing. In the field.
f!reater control of the water-('t'ment ratio. and more prel'ise method:-; of proportioning are in use, and the distribution of particle sizt>s of aggregatt>s i:detNmined hy rigid specification. One
result is the development of different
t\ p(~s of Portland cenwnt to satisfv
spe("i fie rt>q uirements.
Magnesium ox1chloridP cements. first
deYeloped in IHIG, have great stre,ngth,
high resilience, bind well with many
materials. and are quick-st>tling. Mor~
recently. hv the addition of finely di'idt>d copper powder, thest' cements.have
been further improved in strength, in
resi:-tance to abrasion and damage h)
water. in elimination of harmful t'Xpausion, in reducing effloresence, and
also in making possible permanent
bonds with Portland cements.
Vibration techni("s to de,·elop greater
Jlexural strength and resistan('e io shear
are used increa,,.inglv both in field and
shop production. Compressed-air and
Plectricalh operated devices are used
effective!) in the fipld. Vibratitm, apph inf! th<' pri1wiplt> of "limitt'd amplitud,;· to t'ontrol st'gregation, rP-mlts in
t·onnpte having greater strength. low
absorption, and density. without a trace
of "eparation of the coarse a!!f!regate
fron1 thP firw parliclt>s. It is e\en
dainwd that ('ontrol of the rh 1 thm of
\ ibrntion has a definite effect. on the
dt>nsit1 and strPngth of tlw finislwd
slah. in some ("ases having resulted in
roof slabs so dense as to lw waterproof.
Proper ("Uring aids in volume t"ontrol

and is essential to the produ<"t ion of
hiµ:h-qualit\ co1wrete.
When high early-strength cements are
usPd. the hif!h-prPssurp steam and electric-curing methods pt>rlllit the shipment
of finished products on the da,- of manufactun~.
The introduction of autolllati(' rna("hinery for production of ('C>!HTt'lP
blocks has also resulted in µ:realt'r
strength, uniformity of !PxturP. and
8harp. straight edf!t>~. l·:xpNiment:- \\ ith
dry-ma~onry construction are still c:oinf! forward and s\stems ha\·t' Leen .dl'vist>d using vario.us types of precast
slabs I Whitt' system I. Otlwr produt"ts
that are being used incn~asingh· are
lightweight reinforced com-rete and
gypsum planks I Cantilite, Pnohar 1.
both of whi('h arp rt>adih rnt .and ,,·ill
take nails.
.
Other improvt>n1ents in this f!H•up
of structural materials include dcvelop11Ients in hrick ('onstruction. He1isf'd
ASTM specifications call for dPsniptions of eonditions to whi('h hri,k is to
he exposed and for specifi(' properties
to meet spe("ific ('Onditions. Bri('k construction is being designed with rPinforcing for grPater strength.
:~. Metals:
Although research has
brought de\ dopments 11 hi ch are affedi 111! experimental work, tht' new 111etab
art' still littlP ust>d in huildinf!. 1n autotruck, airplane, and railroad-("ar c011strwtion. where Pfii('iPIHT of materials
is often a matter of lifo
death. and
11·here large saYillf!S in operation result
from reductions in weif!ht. high-,_;lrt'nf!th
nwtals and new nmstruction lt'drni('s
are being used. The stressed-skin S\ stem of ("Onstruction, \I herP the surf;wing material acts as a structural member. had IH'Pn usPd in airplane construction for some ti111e. l{psearch in
its use for railroad coa('hes res1iltPd in
a ("ar in which roof. walls. and floor
act as a tubular !warn. 1 :-\pp AH. 91:-m.
P· <>0 I.
l·:xperimental \I ork for the Budd
f.trcamlined trains resulted 111 a 1ww
eledri('·\1elding prot"es,; in \1·hid1 tlw
tinw, ('t1rrent and ]'l('ssun· JW("essan
for ea('h \1eld are t"ardulh t·ontrolle(i.
Tlw surfact' slnwture of th~ 111etal is not
damagt>d in this ''shot \\t>ld.. pro('!'""
and therefore the metal ("annot l'orrod1·
at the WP kl: me("hani( al inspet'Lion a~
s11rcs 11niformity.
l n its application lo lrnildiw,, \1elding has resulted in lightt>r struclurt>s bv
1wr111itting the use of lighter member~.
and hy making possibif. shapes that lead
lo a lwtter distrihuti011 of strt'f'st's i11
serY1ce.
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The effectiveness of most sound or thermal insulation is, in general, dependent
the passage of heat or sound (above, left, and center). For thermal insulation,
depend for their effectiveness on heat reflection rather than absorption; the
Ferro-Therm, for example (right), steel sheets, which reflect 95% of all radiated

~

0

on internal air spaces which resist
materials more recently developed
critical factor is surface, not mass.
heat, are only 0.006 in. in thickness.
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Characteristic of the trend in surface materials is an increase in covering power and strength. Photomicrogra phs show
the development of porcelain-enamel finishes since 1929; the light band in each photo represents the surface; in 1929
246 grams of enamel per square foot of surface were needed to give an opacity now obtained with only 32 grams.
( '011rtrsv

I 11s11/atiu11 .\/fl/. ( ·o.

·~
~

Plastic surfaces for corrosion-proofing: acid-proof brick, with Amercoat
plastic for bonding, is partly covered
with plastic mixed with aggregate.

Plastic surfaces are integral with
structure or insulator: a Synthane
housing for wireless loop combines
machinability, strength, and stability.

Transparency of plastics makes them
valuable for experimental models:
Pyralin pipes used by Government
engineers for water-flow experiments.

'-'

The potential precision with which materials can be fabricated is exemplified in a new superfinishing process perfected
by Chrysler research engineers. By this method average roughness can be brought down to 2 micro-inches (0.000002
in.): above, surface of metal discs is so smooth that atmospheric pressure holds each firmly against its neighbor.
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Insulating materials

IT HAS BEEN SAID that we have adequate insulating materials but that "our
principal difficulty is in the design of
buildings for efficient and economical
installation of the insulation." (L. H.
Whittemore, Bureau of Standards). Research, however, is resulting i·n a better understanding of condensation and
the relation of the vapor barrier to the
insulating material. This is important,
as condensation may render insulating
materials useless. (AR, 3 /38, p. 109).
Heat-insulating materials, at present,
fall into two main grcups: the blanket,
fill, and rigid-board types; and the
aluminum-foil reflective t) pc. Insulating materials of the first group are effective in proportion to their density,
and those of the second, in proportion
to the width of the air spaces faced with
reflective metals.
In developing materials with innumerable small dead-air spaces, use has been
made of virtually all known substances:
wood shavings, wood fiber, cane fiber,
cellulose, mineral wool, asbestos, gypsum, pumice, glass wool and foam, and
many "synthetic" products. These insulating materials have been developed
mainly for use in conjunction wilh other
structural or surfacing materials. The
trend, however, is toward structural
materials which themselves have the
desired insulating properties. New developments, for example, in light plaster
( Microporite), rubber ( Rubatex), and
certain non-metal minerals (mineral
wool and <liatomaceous earth), may result in panels sufficiently rigid and having the strength, durability, and surface characteristics necessary for a satisfactory wall.
Effective vapor barriers have been
made of: asphalt-impregnated, ~urface
coated, and glazed building paper;
asphalt-laminated kraft paper; doublefaced reflective aluminum foil; two
coats of aluminum paint applied to an
interior plaster surface.
Insulating materials now on the market (Celotex, Masonite, etc.) have
thermal conductivity factors ranging
from 0.27 to 0.48, as compared to 1.
for wood and 12. for masoncy construction; i.e., Y, in. of such materials
is more effective as insulation than 1
in. of wood or 12 in. of masonry.
In glass, developments of block and
plate glass, glass wool and foam for
insulating purposes, and glass for
ceramic uses, are indicative of the highly developed research involved in its
improvement.

f,1
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Efforts to control heat transmission
and to eliminate glare have resulted in
tougher, highly tempered plate glass
which, it is claimed, transmits less than
half the solar heat. Some glasses do
not transmit the infrared rays which
are harmful to certain dyes and other
products, while others are designed to
permit passage of ultraviolet rays which
are desirable health aids (Actinic,
Solex). A double glass which was on
the market, advertised as effecting 40%
savings in heat costs, has been withdrawn because of difficulties with condensation.
Surfacing materials

There is a trend toward the development of materials that meet both structural and surfacing requirements. However, because surfacing problems in
buildings of traditional construction
have still to be met, and because new
surfacing problems arise more rapidly
than it is possible to adapt structural
systems to them, highly specialized surfacing materials and technics are resulting. There is a pronounced trend
toward mechanization of field applications (use of spray equipment) and
toward shop fabrication of finished surfaces (wood, plastic, metal, and porcelain panels) .
Industrial utilization of farm products is becoming a more important factor in connection with the wider use of
lacquers, improvements in paints and
varnishes (use of tung and soy-bean
oil) and in plastics.
While most plastic surfacing panels
consist of a layer laminated to plywood
or metal (Lamicoid, Micarta), there
have been developments in which the
plastic encases insulating material,
forming a two-surfaced door or wall
panel ( Vinylite), and others in which
plastic and wood fibers form an integral panel (Benaloid). Progress in
the development of plastic laminated
panels for construction has been great1y accelerated by the use of waterproof
phenol-resins as bonding adhesives.
Improvements in porcelain enameling,
resulting in greatly increased opacity
and a 40% reduction in thickness of
coating compared with that used a year
ago, have just been announced. The
new method, it is claimed, greatly increases resistance to shock and scratching and practically eliminates chipping.
Surfacing materials serve three main
purposes: ( 1) preservation of structural materials, ( 2) protection of person, and ( 3) "psychological effect." A

few examples may be cited:
1. To increase resistance of structural materials to deterioration, more
durable paints, wood preservatives, fireproofing liquids and paints, waterproofing and water-repellent solutions have
been developed. Waterproofing compounds for concrete, corrosion-resisting paints for metals, and casein paints
that are more opaque and more easily
spread are in use.
2. There is on the market a material
(Belmont tile) which, it is claimed, destroys the organism causing "athlete's
foot" and other growths such as bacteria fungus and moss.
3. The use of color to create atmospheres conducive to relaxation or
stimulation I nurseries, recreation areas l
is resulting in a greater demand for
those materials (plastics, lacquers) that
provide more vivid colors in a wider
range. Some manufacturers report increased production resulting from
brightly painted factory interiors. Integral-colored metals are being developed.
Integration of materials

Reference has been made to integrated construction systems as examples
of the application of industrial methods
in building. An important illuf'tration
of a relatively high integration of materials is the stressed plywood-panel construction, developed by the U. S. Forest
Products Laboratory. This prefabricated wall panel is three inches in overall thickness, and is constructed with
14- and Yx-inch resin-bonded plywood
for the inner and outer faces respectively. The 2Y8-in. wall space is filled
with mineral-wool insulation. Floor
panels are constructed in a similar manner using quilt insulation. With the addition of an asphalt-impregnated and
coated paper as a moisture barrier, the
vapor transfusion is reduced from 0.019
gram to 0.0047 gram per square foot
per hour, for a temperature differential
of 70 ° F. and for a relative humidity
on the warm side of 40%; that is, the
moisture movement is reduced threefourths by the moisture barrier. Expansion changes caused by moisture are
negligible in this type of wood construction, as plywood absorption is approximately one-tenth that for solid
wood. The glued joints are at least as
strong as the wood itself.
The development of such structural
systems requires the use of materials
whose properties have been determined
by precise control in fabrication.
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1fvi e~ eoa1Mu; - BECAUSE OF ITS PRECISIOD
/JI!

ODERN air conditioning installations
demand that all factors involved be properly balanced by the control system. Often
the difference between a satisfactory or an
unsatisfactory job hinges upon the control
system itself. Its importance cannot be too
strongly emphasized.
The M-H Modutrol System provides compensated control which is a precise means
of balance between outside weather and
inside comfort. The Modutrol System also
provides an automatic means for switchover from the cooling to the heating cycle.
This change is necessary during many
days in late spring and early fall.

The M-H Modutrol System has proved its
dependability and accuracy in control installations for Summer, Winter and Yearround Air Conditioning. Think first of Minneapolis-Honeywell, a name which stands
for economy and precision in the control
of all six factors that make True Air Conditioning. Don't risk your client's dissatisfaction with an air conditioning installation
because of inadequate or improper control system.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, 2804 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Branch and distributing
offices in all principal cities.
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FORTHCOMING ISSUES: 1939-Jaae, Factories: Jaly, Houses: Au9ust, High
Schools: September, Apartment Houses: October, Theaters: November,
Houses.
PRECEDING ISSUES: 1939-1938-Aprll, Retall Stores: March,
Housing Developmenh: February, Elementary Schools: January, Res·
tauranh: December, Office Bulldlngs: November, Houses ($25,000 and Upl
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THIS REF ERENC E STU DY-the first of three on Hou ses to appear in Build ing Types during 1939-deals, primarily, with planning units as a basis for house design . It has a twofold purpose:
first, to survey current trends of house design in terms of the

new techniques that are developing from the growing trend
toward increasing industrialization of building processes; and,
second, to report in graphic usable form, provisions for a number
of major activities which , through yea rs of custom, have become
standa rd requirements of upper middle-class American families.

New Developments in Design Techn ique .
Furniture-Group Units as a Basis for Design
living Rooms-Time-Saver Standards
Dining Rooms-Time-Saver Standards
Bedrooms-Time-Saver Standards .
Service Areas-Time-Saver Stand• ·ds
Eight Representative Small Houses . .
Southern House for Informal Living
Flexibly Planned New England House . . .
West Coast House with Efficient Circulation
Midwest House for Family of Three . . .
Window-walled House in Southwest . . .
Three-bedroom House in Pacific Northwest . .
Three-bedroom House in Eastern Development
House Built Into Hillside on West Coast . .

87-9 1
92-106
93-100
101-102
103-105
106

107-112
108
109
110
110
111
111
112
112

PLANNINC UNITS for HOUSE DESICN

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in DESICN TECHNIQUE
AMONG THE most significant developmen ts in the technical field of building
is the growing trend toward utilization
of structural and equipmen t "systems,"
characterized by the integration of
numerous materials and products for.
merly installed as separate items. Developmen t of such systems has resulted
from attempts to industrialize the processes of building, in order to reduce
costs, improve quality. A applied to
the con truction of re idence , the term
"industrialization" broadly describes
efforts now being made to utilize factory
methods of manufacture, distribution,
and assembly in place of ti me-worn,
handicraft methods of house building.
Indu strialization is rapidly expa nding. It is a force that every building
designer must reckon with. But its
progress cann ot be charted along a
traight line.
The experimental nature of many atLempts to industrialize building practice
tends to obscure the objective which is
common to all. This, briefly, is to produce better houses for less-le s money,
less labor. le s time, and, consequen tl y,
less over-all confusion. Likewise, Lhe
significance of industrialization as a
method of reaching this objective ha ,
possibly, been clouded by Lhe very
diversity of experimen tal activities. To
many, th e results have seemed to be inconsistent with stated objectives in view
of current limitati on impo ed by produc tion and distribution costs, controver ial labor si tuations, and h abit-worn
constructi on practices.
But ac tivity along Lhe industrializaLi on -trend line cannot be denied a a
fact.
ew systems of construction and
eq uipm ent are constantly being perfec ted; new production methods are
being explored; new schemes for sim plifying fi eld assemblies are being
tested. And along a parallel line, new
y terns of design are being scrutinized
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by those designers who recognize industrialization as a con trolling element in
the production of more economical and
more generally efficien t houses. Most
oE these involve use of some form of
module.
Various types of modules have been
used, probably, as long as architectural
design has existed. Witness the modularization of the classic orders and the
modular rationalization of the city plan
of ancient Rome. But in these and
other imilar in stances, use of a module
was largely an exercise in estheticsprimarily a means of standardizing proportion and effect, and only secondarily
a means of integrating elemen ts of design to simplify rhe various processes of
building.
Current practice has reversed this
emphasis on modular application.
Modular design is, today, being explored as a means of utilizing, to the
greatest possible degree, existing standards of fabrication that have developed
Lhrough custom in the building fi eld , or
have been more or less arbitrarily established by manufacturers of building
materials and equipment. Because so
many different fabricating standards
exist, it has been-still is- virtually
impossible to find a module greater than
% in. which is common to all curren tly
manufactured building products. This
is, obviously, too small for practical use
as a module. Therefore, any sort of
module becomes an arbitrary standard.
In certain applications, moreover, it
becomes only nominal as a governing
dimension;. and actual izes of various
products must be adjusted to meet establi shed tolerances of the modular system.
In practice, modular design is not as
complicated as a casual explanation
makes it appear to be. And those who
use it have discovered that it can produce a number of economies in building
without limiting th e scope of a de-

igner's crea ti ve ability to any appreciable degree.
Proponents of modular designing
claim that economie would be vastl y
increased were a module to become a
measurement standard, common ly accepted as a fabricating basis by all
manufacturers of building products. A
project to research the pos ibilitie of
dimensional coordination upon some
basis of this kind has been recentlv
authorized by the American Standard's
Association, sponsored j oin tly by the
American Institute of Architects and the
Producers' Council, Inc. According to
an A A announcement, "Thi s project
seeks, first, a basis for dimensional
coordination and, finally, standard sizes
and dim ensions that are coordinated."
Another organization, the Modular
ervice Association, was incorporated in
the fall of 1938 to further th e modular
method of design developed by Bemis
Industries, Inc., under direction of the
late Albert Farwell Bemis. This melhod
employs a "cubical module" of 4 in.a dimen ion that research has shown is
applicable, in even multiples, to current
stock sizes of building products more
generally than any other small, eveninch dimension as 3, 6, or 8 in. Likewise it bears a nominal relation to
thickness dimensions of commonly used
methods of construction.
This dimension is regarded by the
Modular Service Association as "a size
increment on which the sizes of building
material and equipmen t, in the form of
parts to be assemhled, are standardized." Therefore, it offers a basis for
standardizin g dimensions of building
constru cti on which permits extremely
accurate fabrication, characterized by a
maximum of pre-cutting and factory
pre-assembly with a minimum of field
fabrication. This implies reduction of
construction elements to standardized
parts su ited to mass production and
economical assembly.
Furthermore, it imposes no undue
restriction on flexibility of design a c-
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A module-as 4"-is d uniform
size increment applying to all
three dimensions of a structure.
Thus any nominal dimension
can be expressed as kM where
k is any positive number and
M is the size of the module in
inches. Any actual dimensions
can be expresse d as kM ± d ,
when d is numerically less than
the module. Modular dimensions in the plan above indicate
nominal dimensions only , and
can be quickly laid out on
scaled cross-section paper. Differences between modular sizes
and actual sizes are indicated
as d and d/ 2 in details B, C ,
and D. These sketches illustrate
one simple method of relating
standard construction details to
modular locations by spacing
structural parts on the module
centerline. In C the nominal
opening of a window or door is
adjusted to the actual window
or door dimension by jamb
studding , sills, and headers
located with reference to the
finished frame.

cording to archi tects who have employed
the 4-in. module system. Since nomin al
meas urements un der thi s system are
necessarily made in multipl es o( 4 in. ,
light adju tments in larnut may often
be req uired, as, for example, a correction to 16 ft. by 12 ft. 4 in . as the
nominal size of a room which might
have been first designed with unrelated
di mensions of 16 ft. 1 in . b ,· 12 ft. 3 in.
Application of this system of modular
de ign to frame constructi on has heen
tested over a numbe r o f Years by the
Ho maso te Company of Trenton. N. J.
Since the first announcement of the
" Precision-built" system I see AR. 7 31,
flP· 34 and 35, 86 and 87 I. detai ls ha\'e
been perfected for all t1·pes and con ditions of "dry" co nstruction involvi ng
use of the Bemis module.
T he activities of th e H omasote Company, the Modular Service ssol'rnt1 on.
and the r e earch project of the Amer ica n Standards Associati on. are wide in
sco pe and are prim a ril~- attempts to
achieve var ying degref's of dimensional
coordinati o n within a " ·ide category
of building produrts th at nec:essarilv
become r elated in h ouse con. lru cti on.
But they d o not repre en t the entire field
of possibility inh eren t in the modular
method of desig n. On e of lh e earli est
advocates of this method. Ernest Flagg.
ha used a dimension of 3 ft. 9 in. as a
module for the economical emp lorment
of stock-size framin g lumbf'r. The late
Harri e T . Lindeberg emplO\ed a 2-ft.
module in design ing houses for contruction with steel panels I see AR.

9/ 33) .
Other de igners srrk in g a close and
eco nomical correlati on bet,,-een design
and fabr ication are usin )!: modules of
8 in. , 16 in .. 2 ft. , and 4 ft. in a va riet\
of combinati ons to permit planning
flexibility without sacrificing the advantage
of pre-cutting. factor)' subassembly, and simplicity of field erection.
For exampl e, one such modular S) stem
employs a ba ic panel ..J. hy 8 fl.. constru cted of plywood on th e stressed-ski n
pri nciple perfected by th e Fo rest P roducts Laboratory a few Years ago. Pan el
are constructed with intern al framing
members on an 8-in . spacin g. making
po sible a m odular desig:n "·ith any un i t
in m ultiples of 8 in. up to 4 ft.
ominal
dimensions are ru n to in side fa ces; and
corner co nnections are made with an
arra ngement of posts and bolts.
An even fur ther extension of the
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modular !'onception takes the form of
space-and-construction units in which
areas for various spef'ified uses an'
standardized in terms of structural units.
This system of designing may produce
-under well-controlled conditions of
industrial fahrication--a large-scale sectional module, as in the design of Pierre
Blouke ahove. Another may produce a
series of standard room units for combination in a numher of wavs to meet
a variety of requirements. as in the
s\ stem of B. J. McGarry on the followmg page.
l'ltimateh projedf'd. the 111odular
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SECTIONAL-UNIT MODULE

~'~

devised by Pierre Blouke, Architect,

a'- o"

•o

A design for an integrated, industrially produced dwelling
composed of standardized sections. Each section measures
8x8x20' and is designed to include floors, walls, windows,
doors, roof, and interior equipment.
This sectional-unit system involves a standardized, minimum
layout "A", assembled with five basic sections. Each is reversible. In addition each is subject to variation as concerns
interior arrangement and equipment. Units 2a and Sa, for
example, are the same as Units 2 and 5 respectively, except
fer the omission of partitions. Similarly, Unit 3 may be rearranged internally to produce Unit 3a without change in the
basic form or structure of the section.
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and C. M. Goodman.

Especially noteworthy is the fact that all utilities are centered in Unit 3 as a "core," containing heating plant, etc., in
a small basement, pre-assembled kitchen, and the Fuller integrated bathroom.
Plans "B" and "C" suggest possibilities of combining a
number of such standard unit sections to provide housing
facilities beyond the minimum of Plan "A".
The perspective indicates a design for fabrication in either
stamped metal or formed, weather-proofed plywood. It is
evident that the conception of unit sections completely sho_pfabricated as ~ubassemblies is susceptible to development
within a wide range of design possibilities.

t·orn·epl of design produces a co111pletPly
integrated unit-a house which, manufadurPd upon an industrial ba"is. involves little or no necessity for
dimensional coordination with building
products as currently manufactured.
There are few houses of this t\ pe no\\·
being produced.
It is evident that as the size of a
design module increases, flexibility of
design decreases. Likewise. as units of
construction become larger, the necessity for standardization becomes more
forceful. Industrialization. as a method
of producing goods economicalh Ill

large quantitif':-. has been based upon the
principle of standardization. E:, idpnce
points to the fact that standardization is
also a principle that is conditioning
experiments in the field of house design.
On the one hand. dimensional standardization of parts is proposed as a basis
for the widest possible latitude in design.
And on the other hand, a limited standardization of design is being adnJcated
to produce the grealf'st possible degree
of integration of building products upon
the basis of complete industrialization.
from design through fabrication and
distribution to erection at the :-ite.
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SPACE-and-STRUCTURE UNITS
devised by B. J. McGarry, of Contemporary Homes, New York.

h THESE CNITS an attempt has been
made to coordinate space requirements
with fabricating standards toward the
end of increasing production efficiency
and reducing costs. The units are es·
sentially structural blocks composed of
4 by 8 ft. panels for the walls, and floor
and ceiling panels 4 ft. wide and from
8 to 16 ft. long according to the smallest
wall-to-wall span. Panels are susceptible
to factory production as standardized
units, some of which contain windows
and interior and exterior doors as in-
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tegral parts of construction.
Dimensions of various units are governed by space requirements. Within
units, non-bearing partitions can be
arranged as desired and equipment laid
out to conform to dimensional and
fabrication standards of various manufacturers. On such a basis, it would he
possible to develop a series of completely standardized space-unit layouts
that would make adequate provision for
all commonly encountered living requirements. Within limits set by the

structural and dimensional characteristics of panels, planning flexibility is not
sacrificed. Unit blocks can be assembled
into many combinations. Plans above
suggest the diversity of arrangements
possible with comparatively few units.
According to the inventor, "This
method of planning allows factory
methods of production, new building
materials, and new means of construction to be used. The system can produce
any type of house in any style of architecture without change in production."
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A factory-made, trailer-type week-end house designed
to sell for $1,200.

"Minimum house" designed to sell for $1,600 on a
factory-production basis of ten per day.

FACTORY-BUILT DWELLINC UNITS
prcduced by Carpenter Pre-Bil+ Homes,
Elkhart, Ind.

TH 1·:s1·: llOL SES an' desiµ:ned a~ co111plPt<>h intep:rated >'landard unib and are
manufactured on a 111ovinµ: production
line \\ith the aid of high-spt>Pd millin)!
rnachinen. assPmhh jig>'. com«'Yer
cra1ws. and othcr ti•1w- and lahor-sa\ ing:
industrial de\ i"l'S. ThPir desiµ:ner. M. H.
Caqwnt<>r. \\as fonnerh an automobile
manufacturer. and to the µ:realest practical degret> he has adopted in hi,. fal'ton thP prin<'iples of ,.:landardization
and rnas>' fabri('ation \\ hi('h charaderizP
aulornohile prmhwt ion. HousP>'. how-
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t'r. <HP not essentiall\ different frorn
oll]('r so-called "prPfahricated" designs.
H ip:h-grade rnaterial-plnrnod ;;heathing t·e111ented to \\·ood studding--is usPd
to obtain at·t·ural'\ a11d spt'ed in parb
fabrication and assemhl). Mechanical
units. including l'ahi1wts and kitchen
and bathroom fixturt's. an' dc,·eloped
from c·omrnercialh availahlP product;.;.
l-nits are complete!~ equipped and
finished before leaving the factory. and
are shipped for installation on perma11n1t foundations hr trailer-truck within
t'\

a radius of 100 milt~~. Shipment is in
sPdions g ft. wide and up to ;)() long-the lPp:al limit for highway transportation. On the site. sections are drawn
together with a patentl'd S\ stem of
dowels and bolts.
The minimum house rneasun's H> lff
2B ft. and l'ontains a l'omhinatio11 li1 ingdininµ:-room-and-kitl'hen t'ontaining 160
sq. fl., a bathroom, and two lwdrooms.
one l'ontaining 110 sq. ft .. the olhcr 80
sq. fl. Installation of this housP require'.'
ahout four hours' time for two men.
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FURNITURE-CROUP UNITS as a BASIS for PLANNINC
Mary Davis Cillies, Home-planning Editor of McCall's magaz:ine, has first-hand knowle dge of how American families live, and what they need and use in their homes. On
this page she discusses their needs as reported in a number of wide-spread surveys
made by McCall's. Information from these surveys also forms the basis for diagrams
which appear on the following pages, which were developed iointly by Mary Davis
Cillies and William I. Hamby, Architectural Consultant for McCall's magaz:ine.

RE IDENTIAL SPACES, ordinarily called
"major room ," or "owners' quarters,"
are a much subject to the requirements
of utility as kitchens or bathrooms.
Activitie which take place in li ving
areas may be les definitely routined
than those found in service area ; but
the furniture with which living activities are a socia ted ha to be so accommodated that normal activities result
naturally and easily from its use.
Knowledge of activities in which
American families engage is essential.
urveys and competitions conducted by
McCall' magazine, whose circulation is
large enough to insure accumulation of
data which truly reAects exi ting conditions, reveal that, in a sen e, living
activities are standardized . This country
may still be a democracy, we may be an
independent breed, we may have climates varying from north temperate to
tropical- but there exist typical American living habits, tastes, and activities.
Due to newspapers, magazines, radios,
automobiles, and telephones, news and
idea travel rapidl . As a re ult, from
Atlantic to Pacific, we all think in the
ame manner at the same time; we all
do similar things.
It is therefore
logical to suspect the existence of an
additional fact: that the ame basic
furniture is u ed throughout the country.
Surveys made by McCall's and others
indicate that this i true. Furniture i
supplied from only a half-dozen center
and ha imilar styles and proportions.
Stores in Boston sell exactly the same
pieces that are old in Los ngeles.
To the staff of McCall's also come
thousand of complaint which indicate
that few designers in the coun try take
into account the living requirements of
the fami li es for whom they plan houses.
The complaint concern both new and
old residences.
nusable room , perhap with no
place for a ofa, with entrances which
are too wide, or with impo ibly placed
doors and windows, justifiably distress
fami lie which try to maintain max-
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1mum comfort levels in their homes.
Moreover, resale values are directly
affected. At present, mortgage values
seem to take this planning factor into
liLtle account.
Typical furniture -group units : Due to the
reported similarity of tastes and activities of families throughout the country,
and because standard types of furniture
are universally available, it is possible
to re1 ort typical furniture arrangements. While the schemes presented in
the following pages by no means cover
the entire range of possibilities, they
do cover the fundamental u es to which
living, dining, and sleeping spaces are
put. From the suggested chemes furniture arrangements can be developed to
suit any particular problem or set of
problems with which a designer may be
confronted.
Furniture sizes may vary fractionally; tho e indicated are the averages
commonly met with in upper middleclass homes, and are not affected by
change in style or similar matter of
individual preference. Few diagrams
are concerned with built-in furniture,
for two reasons: the use of built-in units
i by no means as univer al as the u e
of typical portable furniture; and the
design of most built-in furniture is a
matter for individual study as each
planning problem develops. However,
dimensions of furniture and group-unit
space requirements may be readily
adapted for designing built-in group .
pecial attention is directed to establishin g basic furniture arrangements for
house costing from $5,000 to 20,000.
The e, together with the maintenance of
certain normal tolera nces between furniture pieces, and between group unit ,
determine the design of room . lnreased cubage in larger homes ordinarily has the effect of increasing the
number of furniture-group units included, or of increasing the tolerances
between units, or both. By allocating
paces for certain furniture pieces, or

group units, activities are provided for.
After the necessary group are determined, confines or walls of the room
can be located, and doors and windows
placed. Formal placing, i.e., ymmetry,
is by far the mo t universally de ired
type of arrangement. This applie also
to the location of openings. Similarly,
if windows in a room are all of one
size, or of similar shapes, and if window
and door heads are aligned, window
curtaining is simplified.
Spec ific space allowances: In studying
furniture groupings, it become obvious
that certain clearances are required.
Spaces, lanes, avenues, or paths of different types develop naturally between
furniture-group unit . Minimum distances for comfort have been e tablished
by numerous planners. These, and in
some ca es, maximum distances based
upon requirement for human intercourse, have been incorporated in the
diagram . A listing of those generally
applicable to all rooms follow :
1. Single passage (not a traffic lane)
between low objects, such as a sofa and
coffee table : 12 in. is the minimum.
2. For single passage (not a traffic
lane) between tall object , hip height
or over: 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 in. is desirable.
3. Practical minimum, general traffic
lane (for small room ) : 3 ft. 4 in. is required. A rooms increa e in size this
mm1mum increase , in order to preserve the space-scale of the room . The
traffic lane b tween an entrance door
and a major group unit is preferably
generous in width. It is desirable to
place doors so that th e central portions
of room do not become major traffic
way between different part of the
hou e.
4. eating area, confined (for instance, between a de k and a wall) : 3 ft.
is a minimum tolerance, which permits
one person to pass back of an occupied
chair, as would be the ca e when a
maid is serving. This minimum does
not con titute a major traffic lane.
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in the li\ing

room are as follows:
1. Primary

conversation

group

Chair" and sofa normalh- grou1wd
around the fireplace.
2. Secondary conversation group

Chairs and Ion~ Sfat at end of room
or in corner.
3. Reading

group

or

groups

Chair, ottoman, lamp, table.
4. Writing

or

study

group

Desk, lamp, one or t\10 l'hair,...
bookcases.
5. Music group

Piano,

ben('h.

storage space.
6. Game group

sary to include fireplace location in all
schemes.
From surveys and competitions l'Ollducted by McCall's and on the basis of
a consumer investigation made by the
National Piano Manufacturers' Assol'iation in 19:18, it is evident that definite
preferenl'es exist for certain types of
living-room furniture. From 90 to 9S'/r)
of the women in the country wish to
l1<ffe fireplaces around which to group
their primary conversational furniture.
Preferences, expressed in percentages of
the totals interviewed, for articles of
furniture are approximately as follows:
Sofa,
~I

Game table and

four chairs.

............................... 89.2

11dio

l,11\t'

('O\i('lit·~

~eat~
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6.1

l'i a nos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68.6
Of whi"h 35'/c prdPr f(rands and
:t~.6%,

According to the price of a house and
the cubage allotted tu the living room,
two or three or all of the furnituregroup units mav he included. The fireplal'e is so closeh· asrnciated with the
furniture that it has been found nc('es-

................. , . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .)0.7

cothmle, or n1iniature. upright~.

_\ flat top desk ....................... 47 .0
Bn·akfront bookca'P' ................. :J.J.l
St'<TPI ary ............................ 28.1
B11ilt-in bookcases .................... 2.'3.S
Canw and bridgf' f(rtlll(l ............... 12.8

Clearances: Traffi(' tolerant'es in living

rooms are important as numbers of

people use the room, and narrow lanes
between furniture-group units arc uncomfortable. An adequate traffic lane
between the main entrance and major
SC'ating group is 3 ft. 4 in. wide; 4 ft.
(J in. preferred.
The minimum clearance between fa!'ing pieces of furniture
in a fireplace group is 4 ft. 8 in. for a
fireplace :~ ft. wide. 1 in. is added to
this space for ewn inch added tu the
size of the firepla('e.
If a wide sofa is placed directly opposite the firepla('P. this trroup is often
spread. A 6-ft. tolerance is usualh- l'Onsidered the maximum because con\ersation is difficult to carry on over a
µrPater distanc:e.

A considerable flexibility in lorntion
of doors and windows is possible and
all wnll pieces l'an be shifted. Doors
flanking a fireplace are to be aYoided
in order that the furniture group may
he concentrated around the fireplace
opening. If the plan requires doors, at
least 2 ft., or room for a console, on
Pa('h side of the firepla!'e, is desirahle.
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FURNITUREGROUP UNITS

LIVINC ROOMS (continued)

SOFAS

LOVE SEATS

SMALL
LENGTH
DEPTH
HEIGHT

H

LARGE
L 4 L5"

L 3'·6"

"CHI PPENDALE" TYPE
L. 6~6"
D. 2~s"

D 2'·0"

PLAIN UPHOLSTERED
L 1- o"
D 3'-o"

3'-0"

H

D 2'·6"

H 2'-3

H 3'-o"

3'-o"

CHAIRS

CLUB
LENGTH
DEPTH
HEIGHT

OCCASIONAL
L 2'-3"
D 2'-6"
H 3'-0"

2'-5"

3'-0"
3'-0"

SIDE OR
DESK
L 1'-6"
D 1'-5"
H 2cs"

WING
L 2'-5"
D 2'-5"

UPHOLSTERED
ARMLESS

L

UPHOLSTERED
CORNER CHAIR
L 3'·0"
D 3'-0"

2'-0"
D 2'-6"
H 2'·6"
L

H 3'-0"

BRIDGE
ARMLESS
L 1'-5"
D 1'-5"
H 2'·6"

BRIDGE
ARM

2'·0"

D 2'·0"

H 2'· 6"

DESKS

FLAT TOP .... SMALL
LENGTH 4'-o"
DEPTH
2'-o"
HEIGHT 2'-6"

L
D
H

5'-0"

FLAT TOP .... VERY LARGE

~'-6"

L

2'-5"

BREAKFRONT BOOK CASES

SMALL
LENGTH 4'-0"
DEPTH
1' - 6"
HEIGHT 6°·6"

GOVERNOR
WIN THROP
L 3'-0"
D 2'-0"
H 3'-5"

FLAT TOP. ... LARGE

1'·6"

H 7 -0

2'-5"

END
L 2'-0"
D 1'-3"
H 2'-0"

LARGE
1

H

11

LOWBOYS

HIGHBOYS

AVERAGE
LENGTH 2'-5"
DEPTH
1'·6"
HEIGHT 2'-5"

SWAN TOP
L 3'-0"
D 1'·6"

COFFEE

H 2'-0"

D 2'-o"

L

D
H

L 3'·0"

H

H 7'-0"

37... CONCERT GRAND

L 9'-0"
D. s'-o"
1
H 3 -4"
38. MUSIC ROOM GRANO

L

7'-0"
5'- 0"
3'-4"

39. PARL.'.OR GRAND

L
D
H

6'-0"
5'-0"
3'-4"

40. BABY GRAND
L

5'- 5 "

D

5'·o"

H

3'-4"

11

3'·0"
1'- 6"
2'·6"

PIECES

L

D
H

PIECRUST TABLE
DIAM. 3'-0"

H

Z·6"

®

DUMBWAITER
LARGEST DIAM. 2'·0"
H. 2'-6"

41. CONSOLE

5'·0"
2'-0'
4 '-3 "

4 2. MINAT1JRE
L 4 '·8"
D
1'-7"
H 3'-o"

A ll drawings a t scal e : 1/4 "
TYPES

2'-o"
1

7 -0

1'-5'

LOW COFFEE TABLE
DRUM TABLE
DIAM . 3'-0"
DIAM. 3'-o"
HEIGHT 1'-s"
H
z·s"

D
H

3'·0"

FLAT TOP
L 3'-0"
D 1'·6"
H 5'-o"

Pl ANOS
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H

CONSOLE

END
L 1'-9"
D 1'-9"

CIRCULAR

BUILDING

D

TABLES

L 5'-0"

D

D

6'-o"
3'-0"

SECRETARY
L

ST AND
DIAM. l'·O"
H

2L6"

ROUNDABOUT SEAT
DEPTH OF SEAT 1'- 5"
DIAM . 4-0"

1'-0"
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21

2~'-3"•

--------------·--------------t.+

1. In all living rooms shown, main conversation group
centered about fireplace is dark gray. Bay or picture
windows may be used as focal points, instead of fireplaces.

El

EI

24

2. Clearance between low coffee table (23) and easy chairs
(6) ought to be maintained at 3'-4" even though table is low,
because the aisle here constitutes a major traffic way.

0

-,,,

El

9

0

23' - 6 :~11

_ _J

28'- 2" ~

3. For larger families, or for those who entertain often,
seating for 7 to 8 persons in the primary group is a reasonable design limitation. Off-center location of game group
provides for a corner e'ltrance door.

4. Minimum length for a room which must contain a baby
grand piano is approximately 20'. If minimum clearances of
I' between piano and wall, and 3' between desk ( 15) and
wall, are to be maintained, room length must be increased.

-r
3'_ 4"

41

9

21' - 6"!

5. If sofa opposite fireplace is omitted, primary group can
be brought closer together. In schemes I to 4, note that
wide groups permit conversation without twisting to see
speakers seated on sofa; here this restriction is removed.
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6. Here, presumably, doors at ends of room indicate use of
one side of room as a traffic route. Primary furniture is
grouped closely about fireplace; wall pieces are all that can
be used on opposite side.
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(continued) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

40
20'-3",

22'- 6" ~

7. Grouping for door locations at both ends of room;,
ideally, I-ft. clearance is desirable between piano and wall.
Chairs (6) are smaller than those previously listed, 2'-6" x 3'-0".

8. If living room has a "dead end" (no doors), primary unit
may be spread to include entire end of room. Inclusion of
music or game group would demand more area.

•I

-..,_

-,,,
21

24' - 7"

9. Primary group shown is one of most popular arrangements. Unit placing suggests entrance at left end. Secondary conversation unit often becomes music or game group.

10. Writing or study group at left, music or game group
at right, and center primary group, need minimum passages
only when room is narrow.

3

3'-4"

29'- 8"!

26'-o" ~

All drawings at scale: 1/s

11. Ten persons can be comfortably seated in this type of
arrangement, in which primary and secondary conversation
groupings almost merge into one.
BUILDING
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l'-0"

12. Arrangement designed to permit door locations on side
walls rather than ends. Angled chairs (6) are small size,
noted in Fig. 7, and often used in other arrangements.
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41

I.

41

13. Previous diagrams have shown schemes arranged symmetrically about centered fireplaces; here and on page 98
are schemes for cases when foci cannot be centered.

14. Off-center rooms often divide naturally into two parts:
primary group, and other groups combined. Clearance no
greater than 2' will not accommodate a major traffic lane.

CJ

I
21' - 4'",

15. If primary, music, and game groups are all to be contained in a small area, one must be curtailed. Here game
group consists of table and only two chairs.

16. In this case the primary conversation group is curtailed
to permit inclusion of a grand piano; use of corner bench
for game group may result in some loss of comfort.

41

D

4'-10"

19~

~I

oo.

I.

I~
All drawinqs at scale: l/s"

17. Two smaller upholstered chairs (6), each 2'-6" x 3'-0",
might be accommodated at the right of the fireplace in
this room with only a slight increase in room width.
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20'- 4",

= 1'-0"

18. In a room with only one door the minimum traffic lane
of 3'-4" needs to be increased to at least 4'-1 O", which will
accommodate two persons side by side, without crowding.
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(continued) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

41

CJ

El

4 ' - o"

1'- 6'

6 ' - 4"

25

I.

I.

2 1' - 10" ;

19. Another example of wide entrance lanes. Placeme nt
of doors so that at least IO" is allowed between room corners
and door trim will permit installati on of "bu ilt-in" bookcases.

.I

20. Several doors may be accommodated with this type of
furniture-group unit arrangement. A traffic lane is assumed
to exist at the left end of the room.

4'- o "

E
'.

4'-o"

20'- 9" ;

-,.,
-,.,

.

1°-6"

CJ

.I
21. Notice that a game-table group occupies almost the
same floor area as a baby grand piano. Placem ent at an
angle is intended fo r informal rooms.

22. Larger rooms may contain four or more furnitu re-group
units; it may be desirable to increase clearances. Use of
chairs set at angles requires increased areas.

3'-4"

\,

19' -5" !

.I

A ll drawinqs at sca le:

23. Fireplace chairs set 3'-6" back from center line of fireplace permit occupants to gaze at the fire comfortably.
General traffic cannot be accommodated in a 2-ft. lane. ·
BUILDING
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.I

I

Jl

24. By using love seats instead of pairs of chairs at sides of
fireplace, considerable space can be saved even though
seats are not placed the minimum d istance apart .
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3'- 4"

'o

26. One of the two
groups may be adapted
for dining, eliminating
need for a separate dining room.
Minimum
clearance around dining table should be
3'-0" (see page I 0 I).

25. In rooms with fireplaces in end walls, as
in the schemes immediately preceding, furniture arrangements
often fall naturally into
two distinct groups.

6' - 4"

All drawings at ·;ca!e:

fB~liJ'.;"I

l/R" = 1'-0"
6'- 4"

--

12'- 3•,

-<{)

"'
9

t:J1
B
3

ij

27. In this scheme, by
placing the sofa on the
long axis opposite the
fireplace, furniture is
held together as a
single unit. There are
two obvious positions
for an entrance door.
It is possible to back
the sofa against a
group of windows.

,,

-.,.

__

40

0

28. Backing the primary - group furniture
against walls eliminates
passage behind them
and reduces room
width to a minimum.

~"'

I·

12'- 6

11

.1

~

21

..

,+•

"'

11'- o":

25
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230
29. Here the
left side and end
opposite the fireplace are available for doors.
Piano should, if
possible, be
placed against an
inside wall.

3

-,,,
-,,,

"'

30. Placing the
sofa against one
side of the room
tends to open up
the primary groupin effect, to mer9e
with it the secon dary conversation group furniture.
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(continued) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

N

6

.,.,

G

o''.

6

I.

6

13

6

31. The entire area

6

may be treated as a
single unit, all furniture
being brought into the
principal group.

.I

13'- 6"~

EI
I•

24

a

32. Here the placing of the desk
group (14) allies it
closely with the fireplace unit. Four
units are included.

15' - 6"!

All drawings at scale:
1/a" == I '-0"

..

-"'
-0

-m

-v

..
"'

33. By interchanging the
positions of
the fireplace
furniture in
Fig. 3 2 a
grand piano
can be accommodated.

N

34. Completely
symmetrical a rrangement In comparatively small
space; music group
might replace items
14 and 25.

f

~

='f

I.

.I

s":

23'_

25

25

.,

-.,
-..,

"'
N

"'

I~
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35. Type of sofa
shown is becoming increasingly popular.
Chairs (6) may be units
which can be added to
sofa, if desired.

I•

16' - s"t

36. "Unit" types of
sofas are particularly suited to corner
groupings. Scheme
shown contains three
group units.
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DININC ROOMS

FURNITURE
SPACE
HOOM SURVEYS show two apparently divergent results. First. dining
rooms, rather than ak-on~s or spaces
within other rooms, ci.re still preferred,
particularlv outside areas of urban rnfluence and in \H"stern states.
Secondly, many dining rooms are reserved for use on special occasions onlv.
Following are results of a sun eY rn;1ducted to determine use of dining moms:

Dii\T\G

Routine daily meals
served in dining rm.

Dining Furniture Dimensions
TABLES:

A-Rectargular
3'-0" x 5'-0"
B-Refectory
2'-6" x 5'-6"
C-Round
4'-6" diam.
CHAIRS:
D-Side
.. l'-6" x l'-6"
E-Arm.
. 2 1 -0 11 x 21 -0"
CUPBOARDS: F-Corner
.. 1'-6" x 3'-0"
G-China cab. . . 1'-6" x 4'-0"
11
11
I 1 -6 x 3' -0
H-Serv. ·able
SERVERS:
2' -0" x 4' -6"
J-Sideboard

ARCHITECTURAL
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All meals

0

~

20.0

Breakfast and dinner only
2.9
Dinner and lunch
(or supper) only
8.8
Dinner only
23.3

55.0

Used on special occasions only
Sundays and holiday meals only
Guest meals only

o~

13.3
39.0

52.3

Surveys also reveal that approximatelv 85% of American dining rooms are
furnished with dining suites. Acrnrding to the Retail Furniture Association

the usual suite, in the \Vest. consists of
a table, six chairs, and buffet. In the
East, suites more often contain a table,
six chairs, buffet, china cupboard, and
serving table. Other Ol'casional pieces
or special-purpose furniture sometimes
used indude: chest of drawers, hanging
shelves, bench, tea wagon, portable or
built-in corner cupboards, 10\ P seat.
desk or console piano.
Since many dining rooms have to
accommodate three wall pieces. it is advisable to preserve large wall masses.
Archways may be reduced in width and
doors kept off centers of wall spaces.
However, buffets, etc., are often placed
against window groups.
The one important space tolerance is
the unobstructed 3-ft. surround for
the table.
This permits one person
to pass behind occupi<·d chairs.
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(continued) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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~
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'
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11 ' - 1"•

'

/

/

)

' '------....../

/

/

/

11

11 -1 !

10'-1"•

2. Typical dining-room suite , as used
in East and on West Coast, requires
furniture space on iwo sides of room.

1. Minimum requires 2-ft. buffet
space on one side only; 3' more
length is needed for extension table.

3. Long narrow area with some waste
space results when wall pieces are at
ends, and end entrance is needed.

All drawings at scale:
1/8,,

11'-I"!

=

l '-0"

11'- 9"!

.I
5. Table-and-passage unit in one corner permits use of minimum space for
multiple activities; piano may be replaced by desk, love seat, etc.

4. Solid lines indicate minimum room
with corner cupboards, no wall furniture. Dotted lines indicate added
space for 3' breakfast table.

6. Spaces smaller than the usual minimum can h>e utilized if built-i n seats
are included; seating and tableservi ce comfort are sacrifice d .

""""" '

\

-...

I

)

l,

''

''

/

'

/
OR
LIVING

~~---.lf::~ ~~~~RS

!c
•f'
10'- 4"!

7. The same set of clearances applies to the seldom used round table
as to the more popular oblong table.
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17'- 6"'

.1
15' - 7" !

8. Arrangement of typical suite in
larger-than-minimum space, when a
screen is used at serving door.

9. Dining rooms with fireplaces have
to be larger than minimum for the
comfort of those seated at table.
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A \\JOE 1n '\CE of l\ pee of hedro0111s is
included i11 t]JP:-;c diagra111s--from the
rnininn1111 lo a rl'a:-;onable maximrnn. he) ond \d1i"h the "('Ope of this studv does
not earn. There j,_ 011h OIW furnituregroup t;nit. consistint: of a bed and
night tahlPs. The additional pi!'<"<~s of
furniturl' an' u~ualh sing I<' ilt'rn" \\ hif'h
must lw rdated to the larµ:c,_t ohjer·t in
the roo111. !he lwd.
Types o1 fornihire: Acl'ordinµ: tu llHlllllfacturcr,;. ,;ale,- of t11in beds have rapidk inl'rPa,;cd sirn·c 1930. These require
l~rgcr 01 Pr-all an'as than arP needed for
a douhk hed. if passaµ:P and traffic
toleranC"<'" arc pn'sl'rved.
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In tlw Far \Vest. al'!'ording to tne
\ational Retail FurniturP Assol'iation.
thP most popular bedroom suite l'onsists
of three pieces: table, bed. or two single
heds, a dresser. and chest. Next in order of popularit) l'ome a boudoir l'hair.
a side l'hair, bedside table. and then a
dressinµ: tahle or a <lPsk.
On the eastern seaboard. seven-piece
suites are favored, and include a hed.
"r beds. dresser. l'hest. side chair. night
,;tand. and vanity and bench. In larger
rooms, the following Ol'!'asional pieces,
not listed as to size, may be added to
the standard suites: r:haise longue. desk.
breakfast table and pair of chairs, day
hed. love seat. bench at foot of lwd.

l t i~ desi1 able to pla!'e the
bed in a free-standing position with
passage on two side3, so that it is not
necessan to pull the bed out in order
to make it up. Such a plan requires a
large room. A dear pas,..age of 2 ft. 6
in. is required on at least one side of
the heel and a :i-in. clearan!'e at OIJP Pnd
in order to be ahle to pull the lwd out.
Dead-end passages betwePn low objects
require only 1 ft. to 1 ft. (J in. of clearance: :i ft. is the 1ridest traf1i!' lane
usually required. As rooms innPase in
size, traffic lanes may he increased in
proportion. l 'se of large OLTasional
pieces, partieularly chaises lonµ:uPs. also
mdinarily req u i n's widPr passages.
Clearances:
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(continued)------------------------

BEDS

CHESTS

CHEST
4'-o" x 2'-0"

SINGLE
6'- 6 " , 3'-

TWIN
6'- 6"x 3'-3"

o"

THREE QUARTER
6 '- 6 "x 4 '- 6"

DOUBLE
6'- 6" x 4'- 6"

TABLES
SMALL CHEST

3'- o"x 1'- 6"
KIDNEY

3'-o"x 1'- 6"

LARGE DRESSING

4'- o"x 2'- o"

SMALL
OCCASIONAL
2'-6 " x 2'-6"

SMALL
NIGHT
'1 '-2" x
1' -6"

MEDIUM
NIGHT
1'-6"x1'- 6"

CHAIRS

SMALL
BOUDOIR
2'-2"x 2'- 2"

BOUDO I R
2'- 6"x 2'-6"

SIDE
1'- 6"x 1'-6"

~
~
BENCH
2'- o" x 1'-6"

DRESS'G
TABLE
1'-6"x 1'-s"

DRESSER
4'-o" x 2'-

o"

= I'-0"

TYPICAL A VERACE FURNITURE SIZES

Scale

1/ "
4

TYPICAL UNIT ARRANGEMENTS

Scale

1/8 " =

I'-0"

I
I

I

I

I

5'-0"

I
I'.,
I-~

'o

-"'

\

~

I.

13'-10"±.
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1. For comfort, 2 night tables are
desirable with a double bed. A
minimum double-bed unit arrangement may be achieved by omitting
arm chair and one side chair, and
reducing to 3'-6" the traffic lane
at foot of bed.
BUILDING
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2. Use of small chairs and chest
makes possible the addition of
conversation or lounging furniture
(2 chairs and table) to a typical
suite, without increasing square
footage. Use of 3-ft. passages
eliminates crowding.

Other types of arrange ments
beyond the minimum include addition of a chaise longue (shown
dotted above), which is usually
placed at an angle to walls, requires a table, and necessitates
ample passages.
3.
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4'-5"

+1

~o

-~

11·-10"±

4. Minimum twin-bed group (2
night tables) needs 9'-6" wall.

+I

I.

I.

5. Increased requirements for addition of
dressing table and boudoir chair.

8' of wall space.

./

9. Single-bed unit with two

10. Minimum dimensions for

night tables requires 6'-6" wall.

passage both sides of bed.

8. Twin beds heading toward a common corner may require less space than
is indicated if dressing table and boudoir chair are
omitted.

.l

14'-2'>

12'-s"±
10'-5"±

I

6. Twin beds with single night table require

7. Variations on this plan
may be developed by replacing the chair between
the beds with a dressing
table which serves also as
a night table. This would
free other walls for twin
chests, shown dotted.

12·-11"±

•

s'-2"!

11. Unusual but
satisfactory arrangement or long, narrow space; if units
E and F are reduced
2'-0" in length, room
length may be decreased 2'-0".

SHELF AND LIGHT

~
I L I

L-.J

1

I
I

+--1
I

s'-o"±

12. Minimum for couch or
single bed placed sideways
to wall.

ARCHITECTURAL

13. If position of chest is
changed room width may be
reduced 6".
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14. Door-swings may require increased clearance at foot of bed.

I.

s'-o"±

15. Slightly more comfortable than Fig. 14, but
bed making is difficult.
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Kitchens, bathrooms, stairhalls, etc . ...
S EHVJ CE UN IT of a house h ave beco me
well stand ardized as to fun ·ti on, size ,
fo rms, and types af equipment. Manu fac turers of building produ cts are more
and mor e employin g their capacity for
indu strial research , engin eering. and
de ign towa rd pro ducti on of units adequate to meet such residential livin g
requirements as fo cl preparati on. stor age. toileting. la undering, circulati onand even h obb in g (ph otograph y, woodworking etc. ) .
T oday a seri es of equipment co mbinati ons in a va ri et of stock sizes and
sta ndard arran gement is available fo r
ol e virtually all problem of servicing that th e r esidential designer i
likely to enco unter. E ngineering staffs
of manufacturers which produ ce these
are more a nd m ore und ertaking the
double duty of design coordin ation a nd
product i mprovement.
Thi s trend of industrial acti vity may
ultim ately r eli eve th e buildin g designer
of th e necessity for detailed layo ut and
in volved specifi cation of ser vicin g fac iliti es. He need then onl pro ide in hi s
design adeq uate space for a r equired
unit a nd th e necessa rv elements of constructi on or equipment. a nd need merely
s pec ify th e degree of performan ce considered essential to the integr ated developm ent of hi s design problem. On
thi s b asis encrineering ser vice staffs of
ome manufacturers will toda y produce
a detailed layo ut, pecificati on, and installation progra m.
l n additi on. man y manufacturer s proBUILDING
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vide engin eerin g co ns ultati on on technical matter
involvin g performance
standards of ser vice units. Their resear ch staffs are a so urce of i nfo rmation
whi ch relates not onl y to improving the
effi ciency and r edu cing costs of specific ser vice units. but also to more
economi cal a nd generall y atisfactory
meth ods of integratin g th em with other
h a ic elements of residenti al de ign.
Kitchens: Minimum avera ge fl oor
areas range fr om 36 sq. ft. (L-shaped,
6 by 6 ft. ) to 80 sq. It. ( 2-wall. 10 b y 8
ft. ) fo r a unit n ormally sui table for a
six- or se en-room h ou e. Pantries for
three- to fi ve-bedroo m h ou es require
fro m 25 to 64 sq. fl. of noor area.
Dinin g space, as part of the kitchenpa nlry unit, average about 64 sq. ft.
Bathrooms : F or usual 3-fi xture unit,
minimum flo or area, including r equired
cleara nces, is 32% sq. ft. ; with stall
s hower and corner lava tory. 25 sq. ft.
Lavatories, with two fi xture and minimum clearan ces, occ upy fr om 14 to 18
sq . ft. depending on fi xtu re type. ( ee
Am er. Archt.. Ma y, 1937).
Stair halls: Minimum stair width for
sin crle- file use i 2 ft. ; 3 ft. i n ormal
standard. Pitch ( tread-riser ra ti o) approved b y W orkmen's Co mpensation
Servi ce Bureau r a nges from 30 ° 35' to
35 ° 16'. allowing a r a nge of ri ser height
fr om 61/2 in . to 71/z in . a nd a tread
width fr om 11 % in . lo 101/i, in. On thi:;
basis eith er 15 or 16 risers a re sati factor y fo r a 9-ft. fl oor-to-fl oor height.
(See Am er. Archt. , F eb. , 1937) .
A RC HI TEC TU RAL
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EICH T

REPRESENTATIVE

SMALL

Oil the following
pages suggest the \\'ide range of l) pe,
size. and location \\·ithin \\ hich till' pre('eding clata is applicable. A stud~ of the
plans reveals that. though arrangPments
differ, sizes of rooms for comparable
uses are nearh the same: and that.
furthermore. floor areas are roughh·
equal to averages clen~lo1wd in th<' fur·
niture-group unit diagrams.
Other general similarities exist: the
size of the houses. for example. relative
lo provisions for nu' ing famih size.
and the comparative standardization of
s!'rvice fa('ilities. Points of difference obvioush are mam. for su('h matters as
cost. orientation. sitP. climate. personal
tastes. etc.. were controlling factors not

HOUSES ILLUSTRATED
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HOUSES

of equal weight in the sol11tion of each
dc~sign
problem. But generalh· the
houses hear out the ('nnt<'ntion of 'llary
Davis Gillies I page 92 I thal "there· exist
l\ pica! American living habits, tastes,
and adi' ities." ThP stalc'ment suggests
that prmisions for the niajor ;v·LiYities
of American families may he subject to
a much greater degree of :"tandardization - even \\·ithin a limited range of
,·ize, t\ p<'. and <'O:"t--than is ge1wrallv
n:alizecl.
\\-ith the possible e'd'cption of the
Florida house for J\Ir. and Nlr:". Reinhold-the living room patio of whi('h is
shmn1 ahove-ea('h of tlw houses might
have been developed, \\ith equal success. alnwft arn. where in thP countrv.
.
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Southern House for Informal Living and Entertaining _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
GARAGE

B. R.

SCREENS

MAID
POOL

-

PATIO
,,, /'\ AWN IN G OV ER

, ,, '

./'\,,/\

DINING-LIVING

B.R.

TnE ow ' ER of t.hi Florida hou e entertain,
informally, large number of people, and
occupy the hou e during the entire year.
These factor , and climatic condiLions, made
it desirable to provide folding living-room
doors which open a full 24, feet to bring the
canvas-roofed, monel- creened pool into the
usable living area. The generally open plan
permits a maximum utilizaLion of na lural ventilation; broad eave shelter open window
from rain and sun: both are requirement for
all-year occupanc .
In chilly weather, heat i furni hed by the
living-room fireplace, from which ducts run
Lo bedrooms. Construction is reinforced concrete and concrel block. Roof i white-clay
tile; sa h are steel; flashing i copper.
The house, in Coral Gables, was de igned
by T. Trip Russell and I gor B. Polevitzky,
archiLecL , for Mr. and Mr . Erne t Reinhold.
A view of the patio and pool may be een
on page 107.
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Flexibly Planned New England H o u s e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

---:----=--=--=--=----:-=---=--=--

10

15

20

GARAGE

THE 0\1 :\l·:I{ had tlnt·e main n·quire111e11ls in planning thi,. house: \ L't'l'tain fle:-;ihilit1 of room arrangeme11t ~o
that the fi rsl-Hoor bedroom and hath
could he used for either servant or
guPst: preservation of a southerl1 a11d
southcasterh vie11·: and freedom of
lrt>alrnent and feiwstralion 11 ithout
loss of harmom :>f't11ecn the hou~e
mid the natural background.
Tht' first-floor bedroom and hath.
adjacent lo LhP kitt-hen but ac«essihle
from the hall. sen c double funl'lio1L
lllaking the plan suitable for citlwr
11 eek-end or all-1 ear use.
Except for the :-tudio_ which sencs
as a worbhop and has north light. all
thP pri11cipal roo1ns and the tf'rrtlrf'
overlook the Yicw.
Bleached redwood. and ph 11 ood
painted a warm gnn. were «rnnl1i1wd
with a stained shingle roof to achicH
harmony with the terrain.
The house, in ~' arren, Conn .. was
desig1wd hy Willis N. Mills, arch itP«t.
and Allan Mt'Dowell. asso«iate_ for
,\nthom KimhPI.
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West Coast House with Efficient Circulation and Services _________________
MA S TER

·~

. . :!.
.
•f<

,.

-·

PO RCH

GARAGE AND FIW ' T DOOR are easily r eached without traversing maJOr room .
Grouping of first-Ooor er ice areas, with second -flo o r bath centered above.
segr egates ' rnrk from livin g qu arter a nd assures effi cient plumbing layouts.
First stor y i ve neer ed in precasl cement block, painted. R obert H. insworth ,
architect. de igned th e hou se in an Marin o, Calif.. for Dr. L. '\ . Elli .

LIVI NG
0

•

I()

20

Midwest House for Family of Three
Tm

HOUSE PROVIDES for a
fami ly consisting of husband,
wi fe, and one child ; and for a
guest r oom and servant's quarter . Site wa undeveloped,
wi Lh a northwe t expo ure
overlooking a golf course. The
wood-frame ~ tru c ture is completel y insulated and has yearround air condi tionin g. Roof
is black late; exterior is faced
parll y with Philadelphia tone,
partly with
iding.
Loui ·
ndre La mor eux. ar chitect,
de igned the hou e. in Ashland,
Ohio, for Curti
Ginn , Jr.
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Open-planned, Window-walled House in Southwest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ROOF

GARAGE

was to design a wcll-wntilated house for a hot di male. for
a bachelor and male :-en ant. 1-:xtPrior i" fa('ed with cement plaster and sheet
;.tee! over :-;[eel and wood framing on a raised concrete platform. Richard J.
'\eulra, archite('L dc>'ig1wd tlw residcn<·t•. in Bro11 n~Yilh>. T<·xas. for Ceorgc
Kraigher.

THE PHOBLEM H 1mE

Three-bedroom House in Pacific Northwest
T1mu:

STA:\D.\1rn-s1zi.:D bt·drornns.
r?ach with t\HJ t·xposurcs, and two
bathroom~are so compactly
planned that only <.)11 ~ ft. of :-;econd-floor hall is needed. Livin!ldining, and hn·akfast rooms are
~1.t the rear ovnlookinf(' a ra\ inc:
scrV]('C areas llccup~ the stn·et
front. George Wellington Stoddard, al'l'hite('f.
designed the
house. 111 Seattle. \Vash.. for
WaltPr H. Tuesle\.

TER.
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Three-bedroom House in Eastern Development _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BR

BR

BR

OR

A SQUARED PLAN with a central chimney which permits efficient layo ut of the
h eating system, also reduces excava tion and foundation co ts. Walter Spelman.
architect, designed the h ou e for erection in R ockville Center, ew York. A
view of the kitch en and breakfast alcove may be seen on page 106.

LR TERRACE

House Built into Hillside on West Coast

Low PROPO RTIO NS were made possible and a
high outlook avoided by terracing this house
into the hillside. Excessive excavating wa
obviated by usin g an oil.fired forced warmair h eater which wa located in the sma ll second-Aoor ex ten ion. Cement-block con truction was selected as being sui table for building agai nst earth. There i no hall in the
usual sense; bedrooms may be reached from
porches. William Wilson Wurster. architect.
designed the h ouse, in Happy Valley. Calif ..
for Dr. Olin H . Garrison.
BUILDING
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